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National
Guard troops
to head to
border states
By SUZANNE GAMBOA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i.API —
National Guard troops will head
to the U.S.-Mexico border Aug.
I for a yearlong deployment to
keep a lookout for illegal border
crossers and smugglers and help
in criminal investigations. federal officials said Monday.
The troops will be armed but
can use their weapons only' to
protect themselves. Gen. Craig
McKinley, chief of the National
Guard Bureau. told a Pentagon
news conference. The troops
will undergo initial training and
be fully deployed along the
nearly 2,000-mile southern border by September.
The announcement provides
details on how the government
will
implement
President
Barack Obama's May decision
to bolster border security and
comes as drug-related violence
has escalated in Mexico. where
several people died over the
weekend in a car bombing and
in a separate massacre at a private party'. It also comes as the
U.S. debate over illegal immigration has intensified in an
election year.
"The border is more secure
and more resourced than it has
ever been, but there is more to
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Beshear: Briggs et Stratton to invest
in local plant, retain 640 full-time jobs
-17r--rsTr-i-qArTo Gov. presents
virpr* MPD highway
safety award
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
riggs & Stratton is planning a $35.5
million upgrade to its Murray operation - a move intended to secure
the company's commitment to its customers and the local community by saving
hundreds of jobs.
Gov. Steve Beshear visited Murray
Monday to announce state support for the
project. accotnplished as part of the
Kentucky Enterprise Initiative Act. The act
is a state incentive program that allows
qualifying companies to recoup Kentucky
sales and use tax on the cost of construction materials, building fixtures and equipment used for research and development in
an effort to create new jobs.
Beshear said during a news conference at
the Main Street plant Monday afternoon
that Brigg's investment will have a huge
impact on Murray• and all of western
Kentucky now and in the future.
-The Commonwealth is pleased to partner with Briggs & Stratton to make this
multi-million dollar investment possible -
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(Top photo) Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear, right, shakes hands with Joe
Wright, senior vice president of Briggs
& Stratton, left, during an announcement Monday afternoon that the company will invest $35.5 million in
upgrading its operations in Murray,
saving more than 600 jobs. (Bottom
photo) Gov. SteN,.e Beshear, right,
hands a check for $22,075 to Murray
Police Chief Ken Claud, center, as
Murray Mayor Danny Hudspeth, left,
looks on. The money will be used to
purchase new radar units and put
police officers on the streets on overtime tracking down traffic law offenders_
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Daiiv Forecast
Ety The Associated Press
Tuesday...Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s. Southwest winds
around 5 mph. Highest heat
index readings around 100.
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 70s.
South winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
Highs in the mid 90s.
Southwest winds around 5
mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 70s.
sunny.
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the mid 90s.
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CCSO reports
KY 80 accident
claims life of
Benton man
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
A Benton man died in an
accident on KY Highway 80
Monday morning as he was
driving to visit his wife in a
nursing home.
According to the Calloway'
County Sheriff's Office,
Frank L. Romano, 84, of
Benton, was driving west on
Highway 80 when his vehicle left the roadway. The
vehicle traveled off the
shoulder and struck a culvert. coming to rest in a
small creek where it was discovered by bicycle riders.
Deputies responded to the
scene at approximely 9:45

City explains Gibbs Store paving project
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Jagged boundary lines have
left some residents of Gibbs
Store Road and the surrounding area wondering if they will
ever drive home on a road that
is paved from start to finish.
At the last Murray City
Council
Street
meeting,
Superintendent Ron Allbritten
was asked about i-ecent paving
on Gibbs Store Road because
some residents had asked council members why certain
stretches of the road are newly
paved, while others are not.
Allbritten explained that city
boundaries often cut back and
forth over a road. which means
someone driving down the road
can cross through city limits,
into the county and back into
the city.
This means that some home-

II See Page 2
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HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger Times
Pictured here is a part of Gibbs Store Road where one can clearly see where the city limits meets the county. City council members have recently received questions from residents in the area who wondered why only parts of the road have been paved.
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•Accident...

Gov.Beshear...

From Front

this ',moil iii July. this event
was founded by Briggs and is
ine that not only retains more still supported by their efforts its
Calloway County Coroner Rick
than 640 full-time Kentucky are many other conimunny
Harris said he pronounced
jobs. but helps to keep ouir exist- events and projects threughout
Romano dead at the scene at
ing industries competitive," the year...
10:15 a.m. He said Romano had
Beshear said. "This significant
previously. had a heart attack and
Bnggs & Stratton Corporation
economic development project designs, manufactures, markets
it was possible that he had one
will have a tremendous econom- and services these products for
before the accident occurred.
ic impact...
original equipment manufacturThis was partly because it
During the announcement. Joe ers worldv.ide. 'The 290,040
appeared that Romano did not hit
Wright, senior vice president of square-foot Murray facility,
the brakes as his vehicle lett the
Briggs & Stratton and president located at 110 Main Street. is
road, he said.
of the engine power products responsible for die casting.
Harris said Romano's son said
group. said the company has had machining and the assembly of
Romano was driving to Spring
a long and mutually beneficial engines and related compoCreek Health Care to see his wife
relationship with Murray- nents. Briggs plans to make
and that he visited there every
Calloway County and the significant renovations to the
day. Imes-Miller Funeral Home
Commonwealth.
facility and fixtures, upgrading
is in charge of arrangements. but
Wnght credited Beshear's pol- uroling. installing new machinno funeral date hits yet been set.
icy initiative with making the ery and providing workforce
Harris said additional respondmove possible.
skills. according to a nev..,
ing agencies included Calloway
"Receiving this incentive is release from Beshear's office.
County Fire-Rescue, Calloway
key to ensuring the ongoing sucRIPD presentation
County DES Rescue Squad. the
cess of our Murray. Kentucky
Shortly afterward. Beshear
Murray Fire Depanment and the
facility." W'right said.'This pro- gathered with Murray Police
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
hospital's ambulance service.
gram shows Kentucky's com- Chief Ken Claud, several MPD
City and county emergency services personnel respond to the
scene
of a morning accident
Burl's Wrecker Service removed
mitment to the retention and officers and members of the
Monday on KY 80 East. According to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office, Frank L. Romano, L'ontinue
the vehicle from the scene. he
d success of businesses Murray City Council to present
84, of Benton. was driving west on Highway 80 when his vehicle
left the roadway.
said.
currently operating in the state. a $22,075 check to MPD to pay
We would like to thank Gov. overtime and equipment costs
part of Enix Drive in the county
Beshear, Judge (Executive) that will be used to curb
was paved not long ago, but he
Larry Elkins, (Murray) Mayor impaired driving, speeding and
Danny Hudspeth and the other dangerous driving pracFrom Front
Allbritten said this year's said those were very different
Murray-Calloway Economic tices.
From Front
paving budget is approximately circumstances. He said the city
owners can be city residents. but $240,000
Development Corporation for
and that the city gen- did some sewer work in that
The grant will also help to
be done." said Alan Bersin, all of their
the street that touches their erally does about
tremendous support." educate the public on the neces2 1/2 miles of area, so the city was obligated to commissi
oner
Customs
of
property can still be part of the new paving a
and
Briggs is the second Calloway sity of child safety seats and
year. This is. of redo the road to leave it better
Border Protection, part of the County-based
county. Often. city residents on course. a small portion
company to bene- seatbelt usage as part of what
of 100 than it was. He said that when Homelan
d
Security fit from the program. Last
one side of a street can have linear miles of road in
the city residents on Enix Drive who Departme
Beshear called the "two Es" nt.
neighbors living right across limits. Allbritten
month, Beshear was on-hand to education and enforcement.
said he used septic tanks were brought
'The
1.200
troops will be dis- announce a $20 million
from them who are county resi- reserves about I() percent of the into the city limits in 2006, they
expan"We are firmly committed to
tributed among four border sion
dents, he said.
at R.T. Vanderbilt in improving the safety in
total for emergencies and were promised they would have
states,
with
Arizona
getting
While some council members unforeseeable variables. such as sewer access within five years.
Murray under the same pro- Kentucky communities by
prosaid they didn't think it was how much extra asphalt it could
Calloway County Judge- 524;Texas, 250; California. 224 gram. The move will expand viding law enforcement with
right that some residents were take to make a road level over Executive Larry Elkins said the arid New Mexico. 72. Another Vanderbilt by 22,000 square feet
these necessary resources."
paying city taxes but not getting ground that is not.
county wasn't notified of the 130 would be assigned to a and create about 16 new jobs.
Beshear said. "We must attack
national
liaison
office.
the full benefit of city services.
"Briggs & Stratton has been a the problem before we
Allbritten said that while the paving long enough ahead of
risk losBersin
also
said
the vital part of our communit
Allbritten said he couldn't justi- situaiion on Gibbs Store Road time to plan for it. He said the
y' ing more lives on Kentucky's
Homelan
d
Security
Departme
nt
fy using city funds to pave coun- isn't the most desirable, he tried county's road funds are limited
since 1986. and we are proud highways."
ty' roads. He said most of the to make the spots where city and and that they are already com- will provide six more aircraft, that they are here in Murray and
Murray Police Chief Ken
money the city gets comes from county road meet as safe as pos- mitted to projects in other areas. including helicopters, to the that they have chosen to reinvest Claud thanked
Beshear and the
border.
He
said
at
least
300
municipal aid funds. which are sible. The newly paved sections He said that in the past, there
in our community," Mayor KOHS for the assistanc
e.
apportioned to districts based on are four feet wider than the old was a similar problem with Customs and Border Protection Danny Hudspeth said."They are
"This money will enable us to
the population figures from the sections, but the pavement was Bailey Road, but city and coun- agents and inspection officers one of our largest employers and put more
officers out on the
most recent U.S. Census survey. tapered off as it met the unpaved ty officials sat down before any would be sent to the Tucson are a major part of Murray's streets arid
that hopefully will
Municipal aid comes from gaso- sections so that the road didn't paving began to resolve the area, along with mobile surveil- economic success. As mayor, make the
streets of Murray
lance
vans
and
additiona
l
techbecome
line taxes and may only be used
suddenly' narrow, he issues. He said the county is
and as an employee of Briggs much safer," Claud said.
"The
for paving drainage and side- said.
happy to work with the city, but nology.
and Stratton. I applaud their equipment money will
help us
"It
will
help." Arizona efforts."
Allbritten was also asked why it has become more difficult
walk maintenance.
buy sonie new radar units. So
Attorney
General
Terry
lately.
Elkins said he was happy to everybody slow down
out
Goddard
,
a
Democrat
.
said
''Unfortunately, some in city
see Briggs make such an invest- there."
government, rather than trying Monday in Santa Fe, N.M.. ment in Murray.
Claud said $17.5(10 will be
to work with county, seem to where he was attending the
"'The fact that Briggs has cho- used to pay overtime
and the
annual
meeting
of
the
have developed an adversarial
sen Murray for their next gener- remainder will be used
to purConference
of
Western ation of engines gives
relationship instead." he said
us chase computer systems to be
Attorneys General. "Manpower tremendo
us satisfaction as a used in MPD cruisers. The fedDirision
clearly has been deficient. communit
y," he said. "When a erally funded grants from the
of Home Depot
Technology has been somewhat company
chooses to reinvest, it National Highway Traffic
deficient, and they're bolstering generally
means that they are Safety. Administration are
that."
happy in the community and administered by the Kentucky
Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer. a will be
there for a long time. Office of Highway Safety.
Republican, said the deploy- Not many
places can say that which is part of the Kentucky
ment isn't enough "nor tied to a they have
a company that is Transportation Cabinet.
strategy to comprehensively both
a great employer and a
According to Kentucky
defeat the increasingly violent great
corporate citizen. We are Office of Highway' Safety
drug- and alien-smuggling car- proud
to have them here."
't‘tels allei
Statistics, of the 791 total fatalitels that operate in Arizona on a
Murray-Calloway
County ties in 2009, 649 were in motor
Citia0sy /ffeaas'
daily basis."
Economic
Development vehicles. Of those killed,61 perRepublican
Sens.
John Corporation Chairwoman Heidi
o IfeafiiirS•e, 1/ove
cent were noi buckled up and 20
McCain and Jon Kyl of Arizona Shultz
commended Briggs for percent of fatalities involved
3 Rooms
said Obama's administration the part
5 Rooms
it has played in Murray alcohol. Motorcyclists account$
for
10%
fur
was taking a step in the right and not
just for providing hun- ed for 80 fatalities. More than
iquount for
direction but a lot more needs to dreds
of jobs.
Churches!
60 percent of those killed were
be done.
"There is no doubt that Briggs not weanng helmets
and 19 perU.S.
Reps.
Ann
Kirkpatrick & Stratton has been great
VIt!111.1.1 ,
1401tht
to the cent of fatal motorcycle cra.shes
and Gabrielle Giffords, both D- Murray
ltrother has abiwp at*sr
-Calloway County. com- involved alcohol. As of July 16.
Ariz., separately called the munity."
qtaatesseflital Alb
Shultz said. "For there have been a total of 373
announced actions welcome but example
patieqtre.-intini luteisi:galni•
Freedom Fest. which highway fatalities, 45 fewer
insufficient.
reocher,
1-270-759-1569 • 1-270-227-4601
was enjoyed by so many of us than at the same
time last year.
"This is the kind of action we
1-800-273-5184
want from the administration —
visit our website at www.chem-dry.ntet/likeland.ky •
not suing the state." Kirkpatrick
said,
referring
to
the
Department of Justice's chal
lenge to the new Arizona immigration enforcement law.
ATLANTA (AP) -- A black tolerance for
discrimination.
"However, we should continue federal worker
lanstri-rs. hn nil .1earttnit.
has resigned
Sherrod told the Atlantato move forward with a much from
from him like how itapartant
1(101 Vi
Av • Murray. Is 1 12071-1040
a Georgia agricultural job Journal Constitution
she was
larger commitnient of National
'a I. rage,good Iteuring.liettlift
after a video clip showed her forced out of
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (2711) 753-1927
her job as the
(44ee 14.1edeyed the htted AV)
Guard
troops
right away and
.
.
saying she had not helped a USDA's rural
Mon. - Fri. 8A/0 a.m.- 5:IX) p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
t Ill starting off„on the right
with an expansion of the Border
development
Patrol to strengthen security for farmer as much as she could director for Georgia. She said
have because he was white.
the two-minute. 38-second
the long run."
%lice Rouse. Publisher
an tuserituiiirra
U.S. Agriculture Secretary video posted
Texas
Gov.
Rick
Perry
also
online Monday
. Greg Travis. Editor
edittorlarlitlrfale‘iger,
criticized the troops as "grossly Tom Vilsack said in a statement misconstrued her message.
(Ain, Uttodall. Advertising Mgr.
ads@ nuirrio ledger.
seei4 the
insufficient" for the Texas bor- Tuesday he had accepted the
Sherrod's taped remarks were
Morri,. Classifieds Mgr.
ertttied cla.,,ilied@riiirr:o ledger..
der in a letter to the administra- resignation of Shirley Sherrod. from a local
meeting of the civil
protessimanis at Antholi1:1
Circulation
circulation@ t11111T.IN ledwr
tion last week.
Vilsack says the USDA has no rights group
NAACP.
I-kormg Center
Rita Boy,ges,. Business Mgr.
rhoggessfainurrit)h-dger
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after comments about helping white farm ar
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k
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other vommunity
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Hundreds Prepare To Cash In Their Gold and Silver Today
At The Hampton Inn a Suites Here In Murray!

itratton Corporation
nufactures. markets
the•te products tor
ipment manufacturide. The 290,040
Murray facility.
10 Main Street, is
for die casting.
nd the assembly of
d related compo4ts plans to make
renovations to the
fixtures, upgrading
ailing new machinaviding workforce
dding to a news
Beshear's office

By CHFUST1NA BUTLER
STAFF WRITER
l'orporate
Spokesperson
for Ohio Valley Gold and
S il% er Refinery said
We're
ready to spend the money." It

has become a fren/y for the
Ohio Valley Gold and Silver
refinery' who opens up for
business today.
- Jason I lorner.
one of the managers said he
• ould expect to see a lot of
broken and unwanted jewelry

wesentation
Iterv,ard. BeNtivo7
ith N1urray. Police
'laud. several MPD
I members of the
Council to present
ieck to MPD to pay
d equipment costs
%e used to curb
ving, speeding and
rous dnving prat
will also help to
tublic on the necesi safety seats and
:e.e as part of what
ed the "two Es" d enforcement.
irmly committed to
the safety in
immunities by proenforcement with
ssary resources."
I. "We must attack
before we risk losves on Kentucky's

'olice Chief Ken
Beshear and the
te assistance.
ey will enable us to
fficers out on the
that hopefully will
tweets of Murray
• Claud said. "The
none!: will help us
ow radar units. So
slow down out

1

hased on previous week's
history. in a few hand selected
sites at previous. similar
events. I lorner said. "dozens
of people everyday cash in on
old jewelry and walk out of
their events with hundreds of
dollars per transaction.I ish
McCuteheon.
a
customer
from
Lancaster.
Ohio w
we spoke to on
the phone attended a recent
• ent
and
walked
away
•
$412.87 from the little
jewelry. dish with unw anted
and broken jew elry. -I think
this is great. I have had the
stuff in my dresser for years
anti knew not to throw it away.
but FR..% er knew IA hat to do
•ith it. I think there were two
rings. a class ring, a broken
herringbone bracelet. and two
necklaces that grandma had.
I would have thought maybe
50.00 bucks would he great
but $412.87 is a whole lot
better." McCutcheon said.
I lundreds of calls come
int() our office for residents
wanting
to
deal
directly
with the refinerY. on their
contracts. hut in most cases

Above • Ohio Valley Gold and Silver Refinery comes
to town. People can relate to this stimulus package.

that is noi possible.
The
local residents this week w ill
he in the unusual situation
to do just that.
What an
unbelievahlt: opportunity for
this community.
Gold is currently trading
at tn,er S1.200.00 per ounce
and silver is just under
S19.00 per ounce. Any one
can check the current market
prices on gold and silver on
the Internet. Ohio Valley
Refineries also has a live
feed with tip to the minute
market prices displayed at the
event.
event is also opened
to local businesses that deal

with precious metals. Jewelry
stores. pawn shops, dentists.
medical
laboratories.
and
some industrial manufacturing
plants use or deal
with
precious
metals. If your

If you go:
WHO:Ohio Valley Refinery

Reclamation Drive

business deals with precious
metals and you %v ould like to

WHAT:Open to public to sell
gold and silver.

discuss doing business direct
ith Ohio Valley Refinery
you should call ahead to
make an appointment. They
offer several dealer programs
and always looking for new
long term clients. You ean
reach Ohio Valley Refinery
during open times by calling
070)767-2226.

WHEN: July 20th - 24th
WHERE:Hampton Inn &Suites
1415 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
TIMES:TUESDAY-FR!DAY
9:00am - 6:00prn
SATURDAY
9:00am - 4:00pm
SHOVV INFO:(21 7)523-4225
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ne time last year.
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Amazement as
Coliectors provide
a stimulus package
to Murray.
Thet. are paving ow right on the
spot.fin- no mutt 1 .nhelievable!!
By CHRISTINA BUTLER
STAFF WFRITER

Above • One local business cashes in over S6,400 worth of gold and
silver on the first day of the event.

Cash for Coin.
Dozens prepared to cash in
old silver and gold coins today
MU/Tall.
By CHRISTINA BUTLER
WRITI

I hc lirst day of the 5 da\
reclamation driNe in Murra
bc a hit ‘N ith those looking
to sell their uold and silver
coins. Representatn es are on
hand all week purchasint! all
ty pcs of coins dated before
1064. Siker dollars, halves
and quarters are expected to
arri‘e in large quantities. Lots
of gold coins are expected to
arrne as well. Rebecca I Itiehes
of Florence walked ink:.1),
ith
er $1 200.00 after sellint! a
S20 uold piece from 1888 at a
pre‘ ious e‘ent.
.1.11ey arc acceptine all pes
olgold and silver scrap. sterling

siker. siker bars. etc. Lots of
gold .jewelr from thc bottoms
of jewelr)
. boxes and piles of
sterling siker items like old
flatware sets and tea pots. One
gentleman rolled a cart in with
3 boxes full of siker coins and
ek,alked
ith S1850.00
in Florence
.011111
NN
(
OffiClititi art:. expected to spend
er S200.000 the first dav of
the CN
Brian
ith
Ohio Valles, said "we have had
;Au o‘emlielming number 01
calls and w c expect to 'let busier
ever da.x this week.- lite e‘ent
starts toda.x and runs through
Saturdav
...•‘ cut is free and
tile public is welcome.

Spokesperson for the eyen
said he expects to spend in
,:xcess of S200.000.00 this week
for % intage items and precious
metals from local residents.
At
pre% ious
events
when
inters icy% ed these transactions
stood out:
One person sold an old Gibson
guitar that %%as purchased in the

1960's for less than S250.00
to a collector at the e‘ent for
S2 75.00
knother person had a pocket
watch collection that sold for
S-1600.00. ‘.‘ ith one of the v. atches
in
this
collection
bringine
`, 3 75.00

of the S4600.00 talley.

husband and i le brought in a
(vox 01 old Jewelry. wristwatches.
coins. and two German daggers
from NS, W2 and left S785.00
richer
I his is cool that something
like this would conic here to
our town. 1,1, here else would this
stuff ever he sold*: I
refinery
has teamed up with the collectors
for a 24 month tour of the I. oiled
States. hoth hie and small towns
to dig up hidden gems.

Items of Interest:
Vintage cuitars:
Martin.(iihson. Lender. National.
Rickenhacker. diretsch. Mandolins.
Banjos and others.
Pocket Watches:
I lamilton.
Nkaltham. Patck
Phillipe.
llow ard. South Bend.
[Juin and others
Vt. rist watches:(tmega..Accutron.
I.ongines. Hamilton. Breitling illId
Mall,N more.
014.1 paper money: linked States.
Confederate States. Blanket Bills.
SI000.00 hills and more.
Antique Toys: Frains. lin wind-

ups. Mechanical Banks. Robots.
Pressed Steel trucks. and many
more.
War !Memorabilia: S%%ords.
11:t onets. I lelmets. Lierman.

Confederate. Ilion. I 'S.A. and
others.
I ()cal records reseal to our research
depannient that recent N image guitar
sold fiIr S2400.00 and another tor
S12.1/00.00 to a collector that %% ill he
tied into the e% ent this week ia li‘e
database feed.

N &AA _41
Items we will accept include:
Scrap Jewelry
Dental Gold
Sterling Silvervvare
Sterling Silver Tea Sets
Silver Dollars
All Coins Dated before 1964
Industrial Scrap
All forms of Platinum

Tap Rve Rents
To Bring
Jestle‘‘

s-016

Saver
s
Coins
Sterling
,pocvset
Sliver

,istatc"es

11 to
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Karzai affirms Afghan-led security by 2014

KABUL. Afghanistan (API
- President Hamid Karzai on
Tuesday reaffirmed his conunitment for Afghan police and soldiers to take charge of security'
nationwide by 2014 and urged
his international backers to distribute more of their development aid through the government.
Kauai spoke at a one-day
international conference on
Afghanistan's future that con-es
at a critical juncture: NATO and
Afghan forces have launched a
major operation to drive the
Taliban out of their strongholds,
and the insurgents are pushing
back. Rockets fired at the Kabul
airport Tuesday forced the
diversion of a plane carrying
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Kimoon and Sweden's foreign
minister.
Wearing a traditional striped
robe and peaked fur hat. Karzai
said that Afghanistan and its
Westem allies share "a vicious
common enemy." But. he said.
victory will come in giving
Afghans as much responsibility
as possible in combatting the
insurgency within its borders.
He was flanked by international
diplomats including Ban and
U.S. Secretary of State Hillary.
Rodham Clinton.
"I remain determined that our

Afghan national security forces
will be responsible for all military and last enforcement operations throughout our country by
2014"- more than three years
after President Barack Obama's
date for the start of an American
troop drawdown. Karzai said.
Delegates will endorse the
2014 goal, according to a draft
conference
communique
obtained by Thc Associated
Press-a reminder that Western
countries expect to retain forces
in Afghanistan for years to
conie. Even after the government takes over control of
nationwide security. there will
likely still be a large presence of
international troops. Local
forces forrnally took over security. in the capital in 2(X)8, for
instance, but NAT() troops continue to pattries. and particularly'
the United States. have been
reluctant to give an Afghan government infamous for corruption
and bloated bureaucracy authority over funds-and so distribute most of their aid through
international
development
groups or contractors. It is widely believed that graft feeds frustration with the Afghan government and boosts support for the
insurgency.
NATO's provincial reconstruction teams often say they

use foreign assistance to dig
wells or impros e roads. because
money for such things doesn't
percolate dots n from the national governmeni.
Clinton noted that Karzai's
administration had taken steps
to fight corruption. but said
more needed to be done.
"There are no short-cuts to
fighting co:ruption and improving governance." she said. "On
this front. both the Afghan people and the people of the international
community
expect
results."
Obama has said he wiuus to
begin withirawing American
troops in July 2011. Though he
has stressed the timetable is
dependent on security conditions. it has raised concems in
Afghanistan anti the region that
the U.S. is eager to exit the war.
"The transition process is too
important to push off indefinitely." Clinton
as she sought to
allay those concerns. "But this
date is the start of a new phase.
not the end of our involvement.
We have no intention of abandoning our long-term mission of
achieving a stable. secure.
peaceful Afghanistan. Too many
nations
especially
Afghanistan - have suffered
too many losses to see this country slide backward."

A military push in southern
Afghanistan has seen violence
and casualties rise in recent
months. June was the deadliest
month for U.S. and international
forces with the deaths of 103
service members, including 60
Americans.
In the latest violence, a
NATO service member was
killed Tuesday in a bomb attack
in the south. NATO said the
dead service member was not
American but did not provide
the nationality or details on the
death.
Security forces virtually shut
down Kabul for the conference.
Police
added
checkpoints
throughout the already heavily
fortified city and closed major
intersections to traffic.
Even so. rockets fire prevented a plane carrying Ban and
Sweden's Carl Bildt from landing at the airport Tuesday morning. officials said.
"Rockets hit the airport just
as we were on our way to land,"
Bildt wrote on his biog. The
plane was diverted to the U.S.
Bagram base, outsidt Kabul.
then the diplomats traveled
aboard Blackhawk helicopters
to the capital, Bildt said. The
Swedish Foreign Ministry confirmed the account.

Pets: The next frontier for health reform?

SACRAMENTO,Calif.(AP)
- While states across the nation
grapple with national health care
reform, a new. population of
patients is gaining attention in
California: Fido and Fluffy.
Many feline and canine companions face health care challenges similar to those that confront humans.
Veterinary care costs are skyrocketing as pet owners are
offered a sophisticated menu of
potentially lifesaving services,
including kidney dialysis. sonograms and chemotherapy.
U.S. consumers spent more
than $12 billion on veterinary
care in 2009, according to The
American Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals.
Yet only about 1 percent of
pet owners have health insurance for their animals. Those
who do often don't understand
what the policy covers and what
it excludes in an industry that
has faced little regulation or
even attention - at least until
now.
Democratic
state
Assemblyman Dave Jones, who
is running for state insurance
comrnissioner in the November
election, said some of the same
practices being corrected by the
recently enacted federal health
care overhaul are used by pet
insurance companies. including

Health Coverage You Need.
Rates You Can Afford.
,
locei choice for

Specializing in indivtaual and group health care coverage.

McNUIT INSURANCE, INC.

denying coverage based on preexisting conditions.
Jones has introduced a bill
that would make pet insurers
post detailed information on
their websites so consumers can
see exactly what is covered and
what is not.
They could then compare
options.just as if they were buying insurance for themselves in a
post-health reform world.
"A number of pet owners
have complained to me that they
bought a policy, and they
weren't told about pre-existing
conditions," said Jones, who has
two cats. Dragon and Blanca.
He said others have attempted to buy policies but were told
that because of pre-existing conditions in their pet, they couldn't
get pet insurance.
The bill also would mandate
that an insurer disclose whether
it will reduce coverage or
increase premiums based on
claims filed in the preceding
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Doi Jones Ind. Ag...10035.95• 118.4
kir Products....-.-----6&66• 0.66
Apple.................-------242.76 - 2.73
Al &T. Inc
24.66 - 012
BB&T
15.75 Bank of America
1337 - 014
Briggs & Stratton ......._ 16.86 • 0-30
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24.55 • 0.29
t'aterpillar
63.88 - 0.92
Choral Texaco Corp 71.11 - 0.89
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53.24 - 2.18
Dean Foods
11.58 - 0.03
Exxon-11obil
;7.89 - 0.54
Ford Motor
11.36 - 0.12
General Electric .......-___14.42 - 0.20
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10.&4 0.23
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69.74 - 0.17
Merck ........___._.-....._ 35.44 - 0.36
Microsoft......-...-..-.- 24.90•032
J.C. Penney...---.-...... 21.75 •0.21
Pepsico. Inc
62.57 4. 0.52
Pfizer. Inc
14.58 - 0.17
ReMons Financial
6.46 - 0.22
Sear, Holding Corp
61.31 - 0.6K
Time Marner
29.110 - 0.28
I.'S Bancorp
63 - 0 16
WellPoint Inc
c1 82 - 0.67
Nal-Mart
49;4+0.01
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policy period.
According to pet insurance
companies and animal advocacy
groups, Jones' effort is the first
of its kind in the nation.
The bill passed the state
Assembly and a Senate insurance committee. It currently
awaits hearing befoie the Senate
Appropriations Committee.
Pet insurance varies widely
depending on the company selling the policy. Just as with
human health insurance, policy
holders pay monthly premiums.
Most pet policies require owners
to pay die bill in full and submit
a claim to the insurance company for partial reimbursement.

Abducted

girl taken
from palm
reading
couple

Obituaries
Donald Watson
Donald Watson. 74, Kirksey, died Monday, July 19, 2010, at 3:14
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Uvie Rumen
Mrs. Livie Fennell, 87, Murray, died Monday. July 19. 2010, at
her home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may he made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Lisa Fryer
Mrs. Lisa Fryer, 41, Boggess Drive. Alm°.died Monday, July 19.
2010 at 1(1 p.m. at her home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home Is if'
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may. be made at
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Frank Romano
Frank Romano. h4, Benton. died Monday, July 19, 2010, froni
injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Ky. Hwy. 80 East in
Calloway County. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge
of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
w ww.imesmillercom.

Jamieson Gregory (Jay) Burris
Jamieson Gregory (Jay' Burris. 37. Murray. died Tuesday, July 6,
2010, at his home. An Army veteran, he was born July 30, 1972, in
Hayward, Calif. His father. Clarence Burris, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughter, Jessicca Burris
and Cheyenne Burris, arid one son. Jake Burris. all of
Murray; his mother, Mrs. Judy Cranford Ozmun, and
one sister. Corinne Wilson, Salida Calif.; two brothers. Christopher
Burris, Salida, Calif.. and Carl Burris, Ripon, Calif.; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at I 1 a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Rev. Tim Cole officiating. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Herbert H. Covey
A graveside service for Herbert H. Covey will be Thursday at 2
p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery with Bro. Glynn
Orr officiating. Entombment will follow. Visitation
will be Wednesday from 5-7 p.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
426 Clayton Dr.. Murray. KY 42071. Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfunetalhome.com.
Mr. Covey, 82, Murray, died Sunday, July 18.
2010, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He
COMay
owned and operated Covey Electronics in Hickman
before retiring. An Army veteran of World War II.
he was a member of Westside Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 16. 1927, he was the son of the late
George Alex and Gladys Stegall Covey. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Kenneth, Leslie
and Bobby Covey.
Survivors include his wife, Nancy Covey; three daughters, Dawn
Kemp and husband. Fred. and Canune Cain and husband, Brad, all
of Murray, and Starr Perry and husband, Mike, Justin, Texas: one
sister, Doris Summers McConell, Hornbeak. Tenn.; three grandchildren, Landon and Alexis Cain and Cortland Kemp, all of Murray.
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Barry Anthony (Tony) Bybee

The funeral for Barry Anthony (Tony) Bybee was Monday) at I
p.m. in the chapel of White-Ranson Funeral Home., Inc.. Union
City. Rev. Jerry Leggett and Rev. Paxton Redd officiated.
Pallbearers were Tony. Perryman, Wade Glover, Davy and Brannon
Sergerson, Danny Worley and Sean Petty, active; Marc and Mike
Mayfield, Josh Bybee anti Jessica Grogan, honorary. Burial was in
the East View Cemetery.
Mr. Bybee, 42, Union City, Tenn., died Friday, July 16, 2010, at
LOS ANGELES (AP) Authorities say a 7-year-old girl the Volunteer Community Hospital, Martin, Tenn. He was born July
who was snatched from I. 1968, in Murray, Ky. He was a member of Memorial Baptist
California as a toddler has been Church, Murray, and a former employee of Showroom Clean in
placed in a foster horne after Union City.
Survivors include his mother, Suzanne Morton Stover, Union
being found living with a palmCity; his father, Barry Bybee and wife. Sandy, Cadiz; adoptive
reading couple in Phoenix.
Los Angeles County sheriff's father, Terry Parker, Union City; two brothers, Christopher Glen
Capt. Patrick Maxwell said Parker, Union City, and Cole Bybee and wife, Nicole. Cadiz; one
Monday that Amber Nicklas is sister, Michelle Knight and husband, Roger, and one stepbrother.
with a family in California while Paxton Reed and wife, Chelsey. all of Cadiz.
authorities investigate.
Maxwell says the girl was Mrs. Muriel L Baar
A private service for Mrs. Muriel L. Baar will be in Murray at a
living with another foster family
when her juvenile aunts stole her later date. Rudy-Rowland Funeral Home of Henderson is in charge
from a restaurant in 2003 in sub- of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Robert K. Barr
urban Los Angeles.
Authorities say the girl was Scholarship Fund, c/o Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Baar, 86. Henderson, formerly of Murray. died Saturday.
found last week, living under the
name Sandra with a couple who July 17, 2010, at Redbanks Nursing Home. Henderson. She was
retired from Murray State University.
run a palm-reading business.
?receding her in death wcre her husband of 61 years, Robert K.
Their attomey John Blischak
says the couple got the girl from Baar: and one son. Keith Baar. Survivors include one daughter.
her biological grandmother and Rachael
Henderson; one son, Robert Baar and wife, Barbara.
didn't know she was kidnapped. three grandchildren. Robert, Erik and Nicholas Baar. all of Goshen.
Ky.; two sisters, Audrey Paesel, Madison, Wis., and Donnie Merbitz.
No charges have been filed.
Eureka Springs, Ark.

Hope,fear grip U.S. Hispanics
MIAMI tAP) -- Hispanics
worry
more
than
most
Americans about losing jobs and
paying bills. But they place a
high importance on education
and expect their children to go to
college -even if most of them
don't expect the United States to
elect a Latino president in the
next 20 years.
An
Associated
PressUnivision poll of more than
1,500 Latinos shows them eager
to blend into American society
while still holding onto their
cultural identity. They are likewise torn between hopes for
tomorrow and daily doses of
financial stress.
"Tlie situation is bad now, but
1 have faith that this is going to
change,"
says
Yadilka
Aramboles, a 32-year-old
Miamian from the Dominican
Republic.
She eyes her three young
children playing on the sidewalk
and sees college in their future
even though her husband's
modest accountant's income

W11

barely. covers the lamily 's most
basic expenses.
"For me and my children, I
aspire to something more,"
Aramboles says
America's
47
million
Hispanics face acute economic
and political pressures.
The recession that erased
millions of jobs has taken an
especially heavy toll on Latinos.
whose average income is lower
than many other groups. And the
Hispanic community has been
jolted by election-season debate
over the country's estimated 11
million illegal immigrants, a
debate that has increased in
intensity following Arizona's
enactment of a law that requires
police. while enforcing other
laws, to question a person's
immigration status if officers
have a reasonable suspicion he
or she is in the country illegally.
About three-quarters of the
nation's illegal immigrants are
Hispanic. according to the nonpartisan Pew Hispanic Center.
The poll. also sponsored by

The Nielsen Company anti
Stanford University, shows that
Hispanics have complex beliefs
about how best to fit into
America.
Just over half, 54 percent, say
it is important that they change
to assimilate into society, yet
about two-thirds,66 percent, say
Latinos should maintain their
distinct culture.
Gary Segura. a political scientist from Stanford who helped
conduct the study. said those
two views are not necessarily. at
odds. He said other, better established ethnic groups cling to
their
traditions.
adding,
"Identity is multidimensional.
and people can see themselves
as Hispanic and as Americans."
"It's important to survive in
whatever land we're in," said
Aniela Sanchez. 30, a freelance
editor in Passaic, N.J., and child
of a Puerto Rican mother and
Dominican father. "But every
culture has its beautiful mannerisms, songs. fixxl, and you have
to take pride in who you are."
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YARD OF THE MONTH: The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club has selected
the yard of Bobby and Shirley Lamb at 80 Haynes Creek
Dr., Murray, located off Ky. Hwy. 94
West, as the yard of the month for June. Both the front and back
yards are bountiful with
blooming flowers.
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PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Tennessee Valley Authority and
Gerdau Ameristeel are providing funds tor repairs at the
Kentucky Sheriffs Boys and
Girls Ranch in Gilbertsville.
On Friday-. TVA and Gerdau
Ameristeel presented checks to
the
Kentucky
Sheriffs
Association. which runs the 50acre ranch located near
Kentucky Dam. The combined
Sb.700 donation will be used for
roof repairs on various buildings around the property.
The ranch gives Kentucky
children. aves 8-11. from low -

income families, a chance to
participate in an instructional
and organized summer camp for
free. Funded by donations, the
ranch has a lake, a swimming
pool, an archery range and
horsebwk riding stables.
"This facility helps hundreds
of children every year in communities served by TVA," said
Nancy Mitchell. manager for
TVA Valley Relations."We support their commitment to providing a safe environment for
young people to experience the
outdoors."
Gerdau Ameristeel operates a
steel mill in Calvert City and is

one of Kentucky's largest metal
recyclers. They are also one of
TVA's largest industrial customers in the state.
"As a Kentucky corporate citizen, we see this as an excellent
opportunity for two businesses
to come together in support of a
most worthy cause." said Terry
Donovan, works manager at
Gerdau Ameristeel Calvert City.
"Gerdau Ameristeel has supported the Sheriffs Ranch for a
number of years. and we are
committed to contributing to
improving the lives of the
youngest members of our community."

to the Ledger
-The Murray Art Guild will
host a two-day workshop on
"Book Binding" on Saturday,
July 31. trom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and on Sunday. Aug. 1. from I
to 3 p.m. at the guild. located at
5()0 North 4th St.. Murray.
according to Debi Henry
Danielson. executive director.
At the workshop. participants
will learn how to construct their
own book and traditional binding techniques.
Stacey Reason. Murray Art
Guild's assistant, will host the
2-day workshop and will be
guiding the class through stepby-step to create a blank book
using artist-grade, archival
materials.
Participants will leave the
class with a handsome handmade book using a traditional
Belgian binding structure. Due
to the nature of bookmaking,
this class will be focusing on
preparing paper and materials,
building the covers and traditional bookmaking techniques.
It is an all-ages class, but participants should he able to accurately measure and cut the paper
materials.
All materials and supplies will
be provided. Participants should
bring a sack lunch for Saturday.
The fee is S85 (members discount 10 percent) and the deadline for registration is Tuesday,
July 27. To register contact the
Guild office through murrayartguild.org or 753-4059.
The Kentucky Ails Council.
the state arts agency. supports
the Murray Art Guild with state
dollars and federal funding from
the National Endowment for the
Arts.
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: Baby Registry
•
Dacia &Jeremy Barger
-; Emily B;ano & Andrew Cunningham
!!! Telese Burkey & Alex Mason e
•
.
•
••
Misty &Jamie Carson
•
_
0•
Kimberly
&Luis Calderon
••
•
Whitney &Jay Clark
0•
•
•• Holly Cullop &Bnan Sinclair
^
•
Brandt &Chris Greenfield
•
_
•
Michelle & Tim Gesell
•
••
•
Gina &Darin Harness
••
•• Elizabeth & Andrew Harwell
P•
LindSOY & Russell Hughes
••
_
,<ylie Johnson & Will Turner •
•
•
Tara &Dem Lovett
••
_ S•::ey Mott &Pafnck Unden•ood
•
Shelley &Jeremy McKee'
.•
Miranda &Michael Mohler
••
••
Rebecca & Tim O'Been
0•
••
Shannon &Jesse Ordunez
•• Bridgette &Nicolas PassafiLme •
••
•
Stephanie &David Perlow
0•
••
•
Stephanie &Joey Peck
—
••
•
Mendith & Shane Raspberry •
••
_
••
Amberly & Bnan Rose
•
0•
•
Brandy &James Stenberg
••
•.
Sherry & Tony Szychlinski
.•
•
••
Ruth &Clint Todd
•
_
••
Kam & Anthony Vanhorn
••
•
Amberly &Matt Walker
••
•"Bethany Williams &Corey O'Bryan•
Amber &Clint Wilson
P:
:
•
•
Allison &Dwight Willis
•
&Dustin
Whalin
Elen
Jean
•
•
Kirby Waldrop
Terra & Nicholas Weber
Brittany &Kyle Warren
▪
•
•
Came &Ja:ob Wilson
Aike Winchester &Mason Lilly
•
•

•
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By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
American Legion will meet
American Legion Post 73 of Murray will meet 'Thursday at 7 p.m.
at the American Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr..
Murray.
The agenda will focus on planning for the Murray State University
football game assignments. new programs to serve local
veterans
and rescheduling a trip to visit LST-325 at Evansville,
Ind. For
Information call Commander Amos McCarty at 293-1320
or 7615709.

Murray FRYSC Council will meet

The Murray FRYSC Advisory Council will meet Wednesda
y at
noon in the west conference room at Murray Board of Education
.
All interested parties are welcome to attend.

Soccer Foundation will meet

The Calloway County Soccer Foundation will meet tonight
(Tuesday)at 6 p.m. at the boys soccer locker room. Topics to be discussed include the upcoming Alumni Night, fundraising efforts
and
new concession stand. All interested persons are invited. For information call (270) 227-8932.

CCHS Council will meet
The Calloway County High School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the media center.
The
public is invited.

MMS Council will meet tonight

The Muiray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in the conference Rion).

MHS Volleyball Team plans event

Murray High School Volleyball Team will have a rebate night
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to close at The Big Apple. Persons are
asked to tell their server they are there for the tearn.

Support Group for Families tonight

A Support Group for Families Touched by Mental Illness will be
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. in the private dining room, located
left of the cafeteria, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Any
person having a family diagnosed with a mental illness are urged to
attend for the need for support. For more information call(270)7486133 or(270) 748-6923.

Quilt Lovers will meet tonight

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. A potluck supper will be
served. Ann Landini will present an exhibit of the Kentucky
Heritage Quilt Society 2010 Challenge Quilts. There were 39 entries
titled "Black/White -- with a Splash of Color." All interested quilters are invited.

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet tonight iTuesday I at 7 p m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For more infinination
call Pat at 489-29(N.

Adult Fall Co-ed League planned

The Kirksey Ball Park is gearing up for the 2010- Adult Fall CoEd League which is open to anyone i businesses and churches welcomed)that is interested in putting together a team. The league will
start about the first of August and go for 6 to 8 weeks. For more
information call Diana at (270) 527 -2072.

SS representative here Thursday

Photo provided
CHEERLEADERS AT CAMP: The Murray Middle School Cheerleading Team
attended UCA
Cheer Camp at West Kentucky Community and Technical College July 12-14. The
team won
first place in the Middle .School Division for their "Extreme Routine" and also
received the
Superior Award for receiving all blue ribbons in their camp evaluations. Pictured from
left, front
row, Madison Cohoon, Caroline Collins. Sydney Vogt. Hannah Hill, Rachel McDonal
d; second
row, Lauren Edminster. Kayla Winstead, Kayla Little. Ysabel Levitz, Hee-Jue Hong.
Samantha
Taylor, Robbie Williams, Alex Page; third row, Abby Franklin, Emily Coons.
Brianna
Norsworthy, Shelby Warner; not pictured, Keragan Young and Sloane Wright.

A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representativ e will assist in filing claims. For more information call 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-2478095_

Bank plans cruise
The Murra:y Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and
Panama Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category and
early- registration is recommended. For more infonnation contact
Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

CCHS Class of 1985 plans reunion

You are cordially invited to attend a

jim Phillips

Call
753-19Th
to place
an ad in

LEDGER& TIMES

The Calloway County,' High School Class of 1985 will hold its
25-year reunion on Saturday-. July 31, with a casual get together
from 7-11:30 p.m. at the Big Apple Cafe. 1005 Arcadia Circle.
Murray. Although no registration or fee is required to attend. an
RSVP would be appreciated to help the committee trying to contact
everyone. For more information and to share current contact information on classmates. see the "Calloway County High School Class
of 1985- on Facebook page or contact David Lamb at 293-4992 or
e-mail lambwd(iigniail.com or Sherri Hasty at 753-5007 or e-mail
decorbyhasty(Oyahoo.com.

at the

Friendship Church of Christ
July 23-25, 2010

....nit,
•

/
Jo's
Datebook

Calloway County Backboard Clubs %ill
hold their annual Summer Fundraiser Golf
Tournament for the Laker Basketball program on Friday, JuTv 30, at the Miller Golf
Course. Registration %ill begin at I I:34) a.m.
with a shotgun start at I p.m. X catered dinner will folio% the tournament under the
course pavilion. The cost of the 4 man scramble is $50 per plav er or $200 per team.
Anyone interested in supporting the I,aker
Basketball programs by playing or becoming
a $100 hole sponsor contact Don Fraher at
clEfrahertrupella.com to register or Richard
Smothernian at rsmotherman0 vvk.net.

Bingo planned tonight

•
.

Calloway County Laker Backboard
Club will host golf tournament

July 23
Juiy 24
July 25

Friday
7:30 p.m.
Saturday
7:33 p.m.
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Potluck dinner following a.m. service
Sunday
7:30 p.m.

3/1041,6014/
Ask About Our
Interior Designing!
603 Main Street • Nlurra •1270 753-6361
Hrs: Nlon.-Fri. 9 am-6 pm • Sat. 10 am-2 pm

•0
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t .011

•

209 N. 12111 St.• MUM)
•
753-7534
••,•• ••,••.••,••••;
•• •• •• •• , •• , •• •

10 miles east of Murray on Hwy.94 - Turn right
on 1346 - follow signs.
For additional injOrmation call (270)753-8292

Come See Our LARGE
Selection of'
Consignment Furniture
& A eeessories!
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or stop by
Houses For RIM

If you see
Susan Suiter
today, wish her a
Happy 50th
Birthday!

Mobile Home For Sale
3BD. 16X80. 30X30
2/car garage. City
water $28,500 Call
270-493-1 323
Mobile Home. FREE if
you move 14x70, 2 full
baths Needs inside
work. 270-753-6156 or
270-293-6156

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Local agricultural dealership is now expanding
their service department and seeks qualified
appiicants for the position of Service Technician
at their Mayfield location. Applicants should
have experience with modern agncultural
equipment including hay equipment Applicants
must be dependable. hardworking. and able to
interact with customers in a professional manner We offer a competitive wage and benefit
package EOE
Please send resume to Human Resource
Manger. PO Box 432. Mayfield, KY 42056

Happy Birthday!
We Love You,
Larry Jeramie,
Ashlynn, Justin
Kristen & Kennedy

GET THIS IXI

FULL time assistant
manager position availAD FOR °MX
able in Murray at an
$75.00 PER
established financial
operation. Salary plus
MONTH
vacation, paid
CALL 753-1916 bonus,
holidays and sick time.
Requirements:
NOTICE
custorner
Excellent
Advertisers are
services skills and a
requested to check
vvillingness to work.
the first insertion of
all
e-maii
Please
thelr ad for any error. resumes
to
Murray Ledger &
shenta.orange @easht
Tirnes will be reepon- n.corn.
sible for only orie
incorrect insertion.
Organist needed for
Any error should be
Sunday 10:00am servreported immediately
ices at church near KY
so corrections can
Darn State Park. Salary
be made.
and traveling expensTHE Murray Ledger & es. Call 270-363-8301
Times considers its or 270-702-2420. Esources reliable, but mail stpetersotl0bellinaccuracies do occur. south.net
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
manager
PARTS
persons and compasought by multi-store
nies mentioned herein
John Deere dealership
are believed to be repoperation.
utable. The Murray
Applicants should posnor
Ledger & Times,
sess the ability to manany of its employees
age a parts sales team.
accept any responsibilmarketing efforts, mertheir
for
ity whatsoever
chandising, create and
activities.
achieve budgets in a
growth
dealership.
oriented
We offer competitive
pay, and a complete
FOUND: Gray & White
employee
Kitten. With white flea
benefit package. Send
collar. at the Keg
resumes to recruitRestaurant. 270-43Eing@ hutsoninc.com
5552
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
PRACTICAL Dental
Your loved one we'll
Assisting:
try to find.
Registration is now
'Cause we all have
open Class begins on
Furry or Feathered
2010
11.
Sept.
Friends Here at the
Classes are scheduled
Ledger & Times.
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
Call 753-1916
keep your present rob.
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings. weekDAY
BARTENDER,
ends and holidays off
SHIFT 641 Club in
Information
and
Puryear. Tennessee
forms
Registration
Good pay for the right
at
available
person 3 or 4 days a
www.bohledental com
week Must be neat in
or call OUf office 270Bring
appearance.
442-0256 Financing
resume in person 11-6
available. Enrollment
731-644-3796
limited'

DISCLAIN1ER
IA hen aLLessing the
-help wanted- section
on out lla,sifieds
wehpage at
niurray ledger Cont.
Nriu Will be redmicied
to lohnetwork com
By detault.
Murray and krcal rob
listings will appear on
this nebsitc
Roweer. a. a national
website. Ing all listing.
on the tobnetwork Lon,
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you base am
questions regarding
the Murray area
listings Thank N,011

HOPE
R.E.A.L.
CENTER
YOUTH
The
ASSISTANT.
R.E.A.L Hope Youth
Center located in Pans,
TN is currently searching for a part-time (25
hrsiwk) Youth Center
the
to
Assistant
Director Volunteer or
work expenence in a
similar organization is
required Applications
accepted
be
will
through July 30 For
questions or to request
a Job Description and
Application, please call
731-333-1320 or e-mail
cathenne_herrera0real
hopeyouthcanter com

Mobile Home For Rent.
2BD on acre lot. New
carpet. freshly painted,
very clean. No inside
pets. Yard mowing
included. References
required. $325/mo -.deposit Call 270-623E314 or 270-994-9158
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

090
Domestic 8 Childcare
DAYCARE. all shifts,
S.W. bus route. 270978-9506
RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270 227 4502
Will Baby-Sit in my
home. Evenings Only.
For more information
contact
please
Charlotte at 270-7671252 or 270-227-0999

Uprigh
EVERETT
Piano. Pro Form 540S
Teadmill $200. 270436-2533
Vacation at the Links
Golf & Racquet Club in
Myrtle Beach, SC. 2
bedroom condo. 3 full
6
sleeps
baths,
September 4th-11th.
$700. 270-293-1130
WASHER & dryer
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades.
753-4109, 227-1546

320
Apartments For Rent
OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
IBD, 1BA Apt. $350
mo.
2BD, 1BA Townhouse
$485 mo.
270-753-7559
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$270/mo. 767-9037

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sperling
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray
use stove.
GOOD
refrigerator, a'c unit.
and storrn windows.
753-4109
1936
WANTED:
Murray State Shield.
270-674-5971 or 27°705-4801
150
Articies
For Sale
Fleetwood
2006
Camper Trailer. Used
10 hours, generator
electric start. Hobart
commercial mixer. 50Ib
propane tank. full. 270978-1926
8ft Custom Trestle
Table vvith 8 Arm
Chairs. painted solid
oak. excellent condi&
$1,200
tion.
Whirlpool HE sport
duet, with pedestals,
asking
old,
2yrs
$1,400. Call 270-759
2153
Square
BERMUDA
Bails For-Sale. $4.50 in
Barn 293-5381, 4354098
Air
New
Brand
Conditioner, still in
packaging. Whirlpool.
29.500 BTU. 220V
$550 OBO. 270-9788169 or 270-753-1211
Cargo Mate Enclosed
Trailer 5th wheel type
Hitch
door
Ramp
included. $6.500. Call
270-293-3163

WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753_1713

Motorcycle helmets.
rackets. boots. saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield. KY.

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens
$10.00 per 30 minute
iesson. Contac,t Kristin
(731)336-1787
270
Mobile Harms For Sale

1

-OWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA, 1 acre.
$3 950 down. $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd.,
Almo
(615)397-3171
•*OWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA, Lake area.
setting
beautiful
down
$3,950
$534/mo
6058 Dunbar Rd
New Concord, KY
615-397-3171
2006 Clayton 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, extra nice. 270489-2525

CHECK THIS
OUT! '
, REDUCED!
with neiv paint
:V2 Acre.Let
lob.
...urveryed with shade
septic, water. driv.
& electric $6.750
2

Cati 753-6012
A
263BR
Maunufactured Home
on 2 5 Secluded Acres
30)(40 Shop and OutBuilding 575,000 27°436-2905 or 270-9782269

Joyce (Garland) Vance has decided to
retire after 42yis of service as a Hart
Stylist and say thanks to all that have
been a part of her life in business
Also offer For Sale the like new
lyr old equipment, including Stations,
Hair Dryers, Washer & Dryer & Furniture.
Entire shop can stay at this location. Just
been remodeled See at the Personal
Touch Salon. in Southside Shopping
Center or call 270-978-0177
or Tommy at 731-697-2397

1BR. price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE 7539898.
2 bedroom. all appliCambridge
ances.
area. 293-6968
2BR, 1BA. water &
trash furnished. all
appliances included.
270-719$425/mo.
1654.
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

3BR. 2BA, W&D
nctuded. 48 Camelot
$900/mo.. $800/dep.
270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
ALL New: Furnished
3BR. 2BA. utilities
included with cost
Open ffoor plan. Walk
across the street to
Murray State Classes.
Need info & pictures,
270-703-0703

A&F Warehousing
Near MS11520-50
753-7668

Angus
Registered
Cattle For-Sale Top of
genetics
line
the
Heard bulls and some
heifers Barnett Angus
270-293-7823

RN Usk
Murras Ledger & Times In
limning Act %Mice

KEy MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Center 4121s & 1.1endirle.
IOXIO S25 10x 15 $40
1270, 436-2524
(2701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Sale & clean
eiNe sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

L

43 acres, Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
with
year
Fenced
around water and pole
barn. $89.900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 'ext.
120.
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
270-435570.000.
4001

380
Pets 8 Supplies

AKC registered Boxe
puppies. 5 males, 1
ist Full Mo. Rent Free
female. Fawn, white &
Calloway Garden
brindle. Tails docked,
Essex Downs
wormed & first shots.
Apartments
$300. Call 270-5897952.
1505 Diuguid DnLe
DOG Obedience
I BR & 2BR Apts
(270)436-2858
270-753-8556
Free Kittens, 2 different
TDD 1-800-545-1833
3 colors. 270-435-4226
Ext. 283 jz
1:11i EQuZ opportunity
SHIH Tzu puppies for
sale $75.00 each. Will
DUPLEX for rent all
be ready to go 1st wk
appliances. 767-9948.
August. 270-492-8463
LARGE 3BR apt,
puppies.
Shih-Tzu
newly remodeled. on
CKC.
AKC.
campus. C/H/A, W&D,
$250rnaletemale.
$550 water. sewage &
270-251-0310
$350
trash furnished. no
evenings
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2B/1BA Duplex in
Hazel. C/H/A, all appliFor-Sale
Lambs,
ances, privacy fence
$150. 731-644-9132
yard, lease, ref. dep
ieave a message.
No pets. $400.00. 7531059
Angus
Registered
NICE 2BR, duplex with
Cattie For-Sale. Top of
carport. No pets. 270genetics.
line
the
227-7414
Heard bulls and some
NOW LEASING
heffers. Barnett Angus
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
270-293-7823
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # -800-648 6056

1209 Doran Road, 1/2
acre corner lot. Doran
& Melrose. 2 FL, 3 BR
3 BA, 2300 sq ft,
remodeled & updated,
car
1/2
&
2
garage/workshop. 2
car carport. large front
& back porch. trees &
extensive landscaping.
at
ad
See
http:illnfoTube.net./218
575. 5185.000. (270)
759-2548 Shown by
appointment only.
2009 Brick Home,2300
SQ. FT. Living Space
3BR, 2BA. 1 Acre &
Double Garage, SunRoom. Hilltop View.
1/2Mile to Murray. City
Water & Gas. By
Owner $149.000. 270519-8570
BEAUTIFUL brick 4PLEX TOWNHOUSE
Each unit 2 bedrooms,
901
1.5-bath.
Southwood Dr. near
MSU 270.435-4001

753-1

8:00
Over 65 years of accumulation furniture,
clocks. old quilts. antiques jewelry. glassware
kitchen items, music equipment books. linen:,
tools, craft/fabric/sewing items & amazing do,
collection. This one by Andrea Miller Sales ha.it all, no matter what your hearts destrel
460
Honig,Foi Sale

753-2905

293-6410 or 293-4564
for information and appointment.

IrIrr

STORAGE

llCiont I
H' tle
All Size
illilUNinits • Clint
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

470
Motorcycles & ATV s

460
Homes For Sete
FSBO: 3BD, 2BA Brick
Home, great location,
north of Murray. 51
acre lot. City Water,
Sewer, Gas. fenced
backyard. new roof &
new stainless appliances. 12ft ceilings.
large garage. CINA.
270-873$175.000
9766
New 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
BG Real Property
Profes.sionals

1996 Honda Goldwing
GI 1500. Aspencade
23,000 miles. with trailer & 2 helmets Call
270-227-2684
490

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALE
We Finance
hollandmotorsales.corn
270-753-4461

2004 Chevy Cavalier.
- 4dr. AM/FM/CD. A/C.
73.000 miles. Very
REDUCED:
PRICE
gas
,
dependable
New Home 3BR, 2BA.
saver. $3.250. Call
2-Car Garage, Cath.
270-227-7158
Concrete
Ceilings,
Drive, Covered Front
Porch, Patio. 270-2103781. 270-559-2032
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealty.com

250
2008
Roketa
Scooter. Great condition. $1.000. Call 2937252
1998 H.D DYNA Wide
Glide. 10,000 miles
garage kept, lots of
extras Nice Bikel Call
270-227-9798

Gran
mem

NEV
'The
about I
death
tion. C
"King'
Publ
"Love
collab4
Charle

Used Cars

293-7872

78 F350 & 23tt Cuddy
Both
Boat.
Cabin
$6,500. 270-873-7893

1999 Sea View Motor
Home. 33 ft Basement
Model. Lots of space.
Low mileage 70.576
Great Shape. 6 new
MPG.
8-10
tires.
$20.000 Must See For
Yourself. Home 27°762-9993, Cell 714743-4 I 85

Find out what's
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the
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Home
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

DAIS ery

Local Nlail
$30.00
$35.00
$55.00 3 mo.
$63.00
6 mo.
$105.00
$110.00
1 sr.

Rest of 1+:171'N
mo
6 mo
1 si

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

Check

gON BEAc

0 00 Co
227-964
AFFOR
Carpen
•Remod
•Screen
•Garagt
•Water
Damagr
*Decks
•Home
Repair

1909 Gatesborou h

Creek
SADDLE
2007
4BA/pool.
CalurnetWay.com 27°293-8276.

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

2 Story (1 6 acres)
3BD, LR. DR, Den, Kit
Utilay & IBA - refinished inside. 1489
Lawson Rd., 5mi from
City. Must have lawn
mower. $500 rent
$500 deposit. 270-247
5787
2BR, stove & ref r
tor, dw, w/d hook ,
yr
C/H/A $550/mo,
lease, 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2259
270-527-8174
1624
W/D.
4BR,
$700/mo
Hamilton.
next to MSU. 270-753
0606

Lea
S testa(

4BR, 2.5BA. Many updates to the interior
and exterior. Includes all new stainless steel
kitchen appliances and washer/dryer.
$189,500.00.
tan.e ith
for further a,a,
florpong Adverr,ing rrporv•
4 A oun,I
mtnt.. coota,r
FZ,k. %Adam

Vs
T&B La,
Adult o‘
ed
978-56E

LA
Mowin

ESTATE/ MOVING TAG SALE
306 JEAN STREET
BEHIND EASTWOOD CLINIC
PARIS. TN
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY

All nal e.tatu ad,rt.:NI heruiii
hir
,Pirt1
.hikh make. it
Flounine.
illegal to atherti, any preferen.t. lonitatIor or d,rimina•
1,11
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G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(2701 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
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Services Mitred

Boats & Motors
2001 Yamaha 800 XLT
Jet Ski 3 seater, 2
stroke $3.500 27°293-3769
16ft Laser. 150hp. Call

731-336-2846
1995 Hydra Sports
Fish & Ski, 18 5 ft 150

,DLINES
Frit

11311.101.m

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions, remodeling, saggmg rotten
floors. decks, home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimrno
753-2353

Evinrude 2 stroke,
trolling
12/24
volt
motor. 2 depth finders
2nd owner, Excellent
condition, low hours.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

$7 500 OBO 270-293-

Mon.12p.rn

3760

oill Electric

Thur 101.m

I

VISA

$15 U0 &
T&B Lawr Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655, 759-9295

.11.&M
LAWN SERVICE

TAG SALE
;TREET
OOD CLINIC
, TN
Y & SATURDAY

Sini.e 1986

24 noun saimca

Thy 1 2; Ir

Kes . Com hi Ind
Litensed & Insured
All Joh, hig Of ',Mall

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

753-1816 227-061

ADAMS Horne
Improvement

mutation- furniture,
s jewelry. glassware
pment books. linens,
items & amazing do,

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641

Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors,
Laminate
Repairs, workers comp

idrea Miller Sales ha,..
roiir hearts desire?

*Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home Mobile Home
Repair

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systerr-,
Dozer, back hoe. al
WWI,
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
rank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

CLARE'S
LAWN CARE

*Audio *Video

4.1milking *Trimming.

• Hrime Theatre
ii,aies *Service *Install

(270)227-9212

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

RAV IS
ASPHALT
Sataltioating
& Hauling

.

8814

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner.

270-75.3-2279

Greg Mansfield

repairs. decks pressure
washed and stained
436 2228

CLOOD:N01,E - •
PHOTOGRAPHY
*Couples
*Engagement

•VVeddirygs
•Chedren *amity
•Pets •Special
Events
(270) 227-2831

227-2617.
11k1 Nk \ I I Ft1
%Rl'E.N. 1 RI

I 11,11 I

FREE

ESTIMATES
(270)873-9916

227- 1958

CHASE Futrell Lae,
Care. 8yrs exp 293-

TONI('URA% Is
BRUSH s
Painting, fix-it t.

'9Licia.t Cleanup •
•Muktung
43ser 20 Years
Experience
+pee Estimate, '
NON F„xpanding
To Lake AICJ_s
1270i

OR

Insured.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839.

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

(2701 293-8480
HALL'S. WAS
MANAGEMEN

L AWN Care Service
rates,
Reasonable
starting at $15 270753-2405. 270-9782441

Residential
*Asphalt Installation
Maintenance
40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501

Hamilton Granite
• & Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Tyler "ilordoci, • 243-1722
Displai Hours. 8-00-3:30.
and
MOWING
Trimming small to
large. Dependable, reliable. gutters, mulch.
shrubs trimmed, haumg, 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.

.(270)753-1916

ir Murray
Professional Flight

pdates to the interior
all new stainless steel
and vvasherdryer
)0 00

• 293-4564
id appointment
470

Motorcycles & ATV's
1996 Honda Goldwing
GI 1500, Aspencade
23,000 miles. with trailer & 2 helmets Cali
270-227-26E14

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
tiollandmotorsales.com
4461
270-753,
2004 Chevy Cavalier,
- adr, AM/FM/CD. NC,
73.000 miles. Very
gas
,
dependable
saver. $3.250. Call
270-227-7158

News in Brief
Grammy Award-winning Natalie Cole
memoir due out in November
NEW YORK (AP)- Natalie Cole has a comeback story.
The Grammy Award-winning singer is working on a memoir
about her successful kidney transplant last year and about the
death of her sister Cookie on the very day Natalie had her operation. Cole also will share memories of her father. crooner Nat
"King" Cole.
Publisher Simon & Schuster announced Monday that the book,
"Love Brought Me Back," will come out in November. Cole is
collaborating with David Ritz, who helped with memoirs by Ray'
Charles and Marvin Gaye.

Zsa Zsa Gabor has successful surgery
Monday on broken hip
LOS ANGELES(AP)- Her husband says Zsa Zsit Gabor
underwent successful surgery' Monday to replace the hip she broke
over the weekend when she feil out of bed at her Bel-Air home.
Prince Frederic von Anhalt says the 93-year-old actress was in
surgery for 3 1/2 hours at Ronald Reagan UCLA medical center.
In a telephone call, he said she was in recovery and he was waiting to see her.
He said her surgeon was happy with everything and there were
no problems.
Publicist John Blanchette said Gabor was watching television
Saturday night when she reached to answer the phone and tumbled

Check us out
on the Web!
www.rriurrayleliger.com
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Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick•Concrete.
Decks • Fence
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MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

Simrnon's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don. Murray area.
519-8570.
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to the floor.
The actress is partially paralyzed from a 2002 car accident. which
required her to use a wheelchair. She also reportedly,. had a stroke
in 2005.
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Entertainment

Free Estimates

(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451

SUDOKU

759-1151 • 293-2783

293-278.1
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All Your
Roofing Needs

LEARN TO FLY

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Arekl, L'.
• lot411.,., ov.ned

he Place to Start ..

Tree
esti,
436-

WILKERSON
ROOFING

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources relrable. but
inaccuracies do OCCG,
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for the,r
aorydies

Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siddrve'ACIy/S ar,..re. through s
gum
lots,
parking
Fully
Etc
removal
Licensed & Insured
293-7022.
293-7063

•Commer-cial

YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Power

MURRAY
Wash

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
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Our Elected Officials

Lindsay Lohan faces Paris Hilton
treatment in jail
LYNWOOD,Calif. LAP)- Inside a nondescript two-story building next to a busy freeway in an industrial neighborhixid far
removed from Hollywood is wrhere Lindsay' Lohan will likely
spend several weeks as part of her punishment for violating her
DUI probation.
Lohan is slated to begin her sentence Tuesday' at the bleak. 16year-old Century,. Regional Detention Facility. in Lynwood. Calif.,
just south of downtown Los Angeles. The actress would be housed
in the 2.2(81-bed facility's special needs unit, where she would live
in isolation tor her own safety.
Thanks to jail overcrowding and a state program that credits
inmates for good behavior, nonviolent female misdemeanor offenders such as Lohan typically• serve only about 25 percent of their
sentences. according to Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department
spokesman Steve Whitmore.

Beach medlar A guide to life by The Situation
NEW YORK t AP)- So here's The Situation. in a book.
Mike "The Situation" Sorrentino, the sculpted star of the MTV
reality show "Jersey Shore." has a book coining out in November
about tanning. salons, protein and other secrets to the good life.
Gotham Books describes the book with tongue firmly in cheek. It
says "Here's the Situation" is the perfect guide to "living everyday
like an episode of 'Jersey Shore.'"
The show chronicles the lives of a group of tanned, party-crazy
twentysomethings living together in a beach house.

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building

Washington, D C. 20510

1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Washington, D.C. 20510
1 -202-225-3115

2411 Raybum House Office Bldg.

www.house.gov/whiffield

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D C. 20510
1-202-224-4343
www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Frankfort, Ky 40601

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex

1-800-372-7181

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Frankfort. Ky 40601

Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henley4lrc.ky.gov

1-800-372-7181
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GOSPEL MEETING

S00

Used Trucks
78 F350 & 23ft Cuddy
Both
Boat.
$6,500. 270-873-7893

Cabin

1999 Sea View Motor
Home, 33 ft Basement
Model. Lots of space.
Low mileage 70,576.
Great Shape. 6 new
MPG.
8-10
tires.
$20.000. Must See For
Yourself, Home 270762-9993, Cell 714743-4185

ind out what's
happening
this summer...
subscribe to the

ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
***** Key associates or a

&ri

Local 1%lail
mu.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$35.00
$63.00

51111.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mu.
6 mo.

1 yr.
er

Visa

$75.00

$%.00
$145.00
WC

Zip
uith payment to
ger & Times
x 1040
ICY 42071
753-1916

BIRTHDAY for CANCER (June 21-July 22)
HAPPY
*** You could feel a bit uptight
Wednesday, July 21, 2010:
situation. By
This year, you walk through a about a personal
throwing yourseif into work or a
unusuto
up
new door and open
project, the feeling will lessen. A
al professional possibilities. A parent or supervisor of some
parent also could become quite type could help you if you allow
unpredictable. You might feel him or her to. Tonight: Get a card
weighed down by a domestic or token of appreciation on the
issue or even your own home. way home.
Toss yourself 100 percent into LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
your work. If you are single, ***** As the day progresses,
more
date all you want. You have at you become rnore and
Rethink a matter
least one interesting suitor com- energized.
involving a neighbor or informaing toward you. Avoid any live- tion received. as well as dissemin situations this year. If you are inated. Optimism surrounds a
attached, the two of you might new idea or news. Tonight: Jump
need to renegotiate your bound- on the bandwagon with a "yes."
nurturing. VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Remain
aries.
SAGITTARIUS works weil *** You know well the virtues
of sugar rather than vinegar, and
with you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so.
1 -Difficult

partner regains a seriousness
that you had hoped had passed
Be open to his or her ideas, as
well as new ones. Express a willingness to talk and give your
abounds.
Caring
support.
Tonight: Feed your mind.
TAURUS (April 20-May 21)
**** A key person in your life
needs your time and attention.
Finances could be tied up in this
situation. Let your imagination
flow when discussing an issue.
You will discover that answers
are forthcoming. Don't forget to
schedule a doctor's appointment Tonight: Go with another
person's suggestion.
GEMINI(May 22-June 20)
***** Others suggestions
will be beneficial A consensus
arrived at during a meeting could
be difficult to negate. Though
you might be more concerned
than you let on. success vvil! be
!he most likely outcome Tonight:
Indulge a family member or
roommate. Don't forget that the
cat needs hugs, too.

July 1.8-21

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

you display that ability right now.
How you handle someone could
make a big difference in the outcome. Deal with a personal matter as soon as possible. Tonight.
Home is where the heart is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might feel a familiar heaviness or seriousness_
You have been there before and
once more can handle whatever
burdens might head your way.
For now, express your enthuse

asm with partners. those who
seek you out and a loved one.
Tonight. Meet a friend for
munchies and swap news.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Details could prevent your
success. Stay focused. especially on matters involving finances
and your budget. A friend means
well but might not have the best
idea. Focus at work. Through
concentrating, you'll level out.
Tonight: Don't break your budget

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Others find you
strangely enticing and unusually
creative. Still. maintain your
image in a key meeting. A
change right now might not
serve you well. A supervisor.
boss or parent expresses his or
her approval. Be gracious.
Tonight. Whatever knocks your
socks oft
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** The less said, the better.
You absorb an enormous
amount of information, not
always through words, but gestures and expressions. A boss.
or perhaps you. could be overly
stern. Give yourself time to think.
Someone at a distance reaches

out to you

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Take the lead vvith an
associate The two of you could
manifest exactly what you want.
You might be surprised by the
simplicity of this action. Be careful about news heading in. It
might be off. You have yet to get
the whole story. Tonight: Any
excuse for a celebration works.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Others demand your
attention. and you have little
choice. One person in particular
is unusually open and authentic.
Enioy this transformation. as he
or she has been a curmudgeon
lately. For once. it is wonderful to
be wrong Tonight. Use care with
your finances

Antioch church of Christ
Speaker

Mike Tanero
SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
BIBLE STUDY-9:00
PREACHING - 10:00
Meal after morning service
EVENING SERVICES-7:00
Everyone is invited to attend the services.
For more information call 1270) 345-3151 ar (2701 328-8247
,7),.- 'ialirrn217,
,
,IMEIreardertiP

BORN TODAY
Actor Don Knotts (1924), actor,
Williams
Robin
comedian
0951). singer Yusuf Islam (formerly Cat Stevens)(19481
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

FIBROI 17,4\ Tr

TiA

MINI'IS IT?'
A condition causing kmg term
wide.preacl paireincludi4ttnider
joints and muscles. Also.

Arocifetiredness arid deptist.ion.

"I love the walking trail, and
when Richard Dennis, the
one-man band, comes I enjoy
dancing to his music."
-Patricia
Valentine

f

Sunday - Wednecday

Tonight. Let your

emotions lead.

WE CAN HELP:
licalth Wiirkshop about-hor deal with
Fihromalgia.Topics include: Nuirknon, Exennse,
Stretching. Stres MuncriterMatilitChiropractic.Catt:

SATURDAY JUT Y 24 kTAANI
-I

a

Free to attend. Refreshments provided.
Space limited. Call today.753.6100-

Ilk

Wily CAL- LOWAY

ircigarraC
of Murray

753-7109
Murray • www.fernterrace.com

COUNTY

ir CHIROPRACTIC
. :
.
/Mpt 1442546P

1710D H1GHVVAY ,111 NORTH / 753-6tuo'
www.CALLOWAYCOUNTYCHIROPRACTIC.com
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Looking Back
Fen years ago
[tome Lyons. Slurray, will
attend the Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles Aug.
I 3- 17 dS a delegate-at-large.
Ladies of Oaks Country. Club
v. ill have its annual Betty Shephani Memorial Golf Tournment
Aug 2. This annual event was
started several years ago as a
memorial to the late Betty. Shephard. a golfer at the club.
Recent births reported include
gol to Mr. and Mrs. Quinten
Dodd.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of twoy ear-old Graham Cofield setting
in a saddle ion her horse. Holly.
waiting for competition in the
A.F. I Skeet Myers Ilorse Show
at the Murray-Calloway County.. Jaycee Fair. The photo Staff
Photographer Todd O. Ross.
Mrs. Nona Peterson will celebrate her 104th birthday. on
July 2h at West View- Nursing
Home v.tere she is a patient.
Gina Lynn Shipley and
Donnie Hugh Winchester were
married May 5 at First Baptist
Church.
'Thirty years ago
Murray May or Melvin B.
Henley spoke about "Nuclear
Pow ei and Energy Production"
at a meeting of the Roadrunner
Jaycees at Eddy sine.

Ken Mattingly. Tina Chandler.
Lon.] Keller. Michael Mattingly.
and Fred Cosand. all of Callov% ay County. are spending five
day s at The Salvation Arrny
Camp at Paradise Valley. near
Burkesville on Dale Hollov..
1.ake. according to Euple Ward,
executive director of the Murray Unit of The Salvation Army.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Nanney,
July 13.
Forty years ago
Published are pictures of the
Murray Optimist Club and
memebers of Murray Boy Scout

Troop 77 moving all of the

books from the public library
at Seventh and Main Streets to
the new library. building at 710
Main St. Parker Ford furnished
trucks for the move.
Jerry L. Kalberer of Murray
and Randall B. Taylor of Hazel
have enlisted in the United States
Navy.
"Dv.ain Taylor Chevrolet has
a new building moving toward
completion across from Uncle
Jcffs on the Hazel Highway."
from column 'Seen & Heard
Around Murray'. by Janie% C.
W'illiams. publisher.
Fifty. years ago
The Mun-ay State College
Summer Chrous and Orchestra
with Prof. Robert Baa - as director will present a concert on
Aug. I in the MSC Student Union
ballroom. Soloists will be Joe
Tarry, baritone. Murray., and
Melanie Henderson, soprano.
Villa Park. III.
Recent birhts reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wallis Willoughby. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Cunningham. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Johnson and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jameson.
Sixty years ago
Lines of drivers waiting to
renew drivers' licenses v..ere
reported this morning by the
office staff of Calloway Circuit
Court Clerk Dewey Ragsdale at
the office in the courthouse.
After today drivers caught without a license will be subject to
fines ranging up to S500.
Published is a picture of
Bobby. Starks. R.J. McDougal.
Ronald Talent. Frank Miller. Mitt
Miller. Jerry MacVaughn and
Donnie McCord. Murray Ledger
& Times carrier boy's, swimming at Kentucky. Lake State
Park. The newspaper hosted the
event and served the boys hot
dogs and soft drinks.

COMICS / FEATURES
Some employees work hard
while others hardly work
DEAR ABBY: I understand
the frustration of "Takes My
Job Seriously" (June I I. the
supervisor who complained
about her female employees
requesting time off for kids'
school and sports events or
beauty appointments. Over the
few
last
years I have
a
noticed
decline in
work ethic
ss the
ac)ratrld
tK
Phone
go
calls
unreturned.
viorkers
Dear Abby stand
around
and
idle
Abigail
By
are
errors
Van Buren
on
made
important forms. People seem
to do the minimum necessary'
to make it to the end of the
day, and supervisors aren't
much different -- they allow
this behavior. Years ago, people worked hard for their
money. Now they. hardly work.
-- GETTING THE JOB DONE
DEAR GETTING: Your
letter was one of many I
received filled with interesting -- and varied -- comments
on this topic. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I am the
owner of a recruiting company. and I agree with the writer's
views on the quality of today's
work force. I hear from many
seeking
clients
frustrated
employees who actually want
to work for their paycheck.
We have turned into an entitlement society. No one wants
to take responsibility' for his/her
work or life any longer. And
they expect big-time money'
for no responsibility. -VALERIE IN GEORGIA

days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July.. 20. 1969, Apollo 11
astronauts Neil Armstrong and
Edv..in "Buzz:: Aldrin became the
first men to walk on the moon
atter landing their lunar module.
On this date:
In 1810. Bogota. the capital
of Nueva Granada (present-day

Colombia). declared independence
from Spanish rule.

In 1861, the Congress of the

Confederate States began holding
sessions in Richmond, Va.
In 1871. British Columbia
entered Confederation as a Canadian province.
In 1917, the draft lottery in
World War I went into operation.
In 1944. an attempt by a group
of German official% to assassinate
Adolf Hitler with a bomb failed
as the explosion at Hitler's Rastenburg headquarters only wounded the Nazi leader. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt was nom-

inated for an unprecedented fourth
term of office at the Democratic
convention in Chicago.
In 1954. the Geneva Accords
ided Vietnam into northem and
southern entities.
In 1960, a pair of Polaris missiles were fired from the submerged
USS George Washington off Cape
Canaseral. Fla. at a target more
than 1.10() miles away..
In 1976. America's Viking 1
robot spacecraft made a successful. first-ever landing on Mars.

BABY BLUES.
S
U.416

?

DEAR ABBY: "TMJS" fails
to take into consideration the
evolution of the work force. Not
only are there more women
working now. but v..e usually
work far beyond the regular
9-to-5 grind. As a single mom.
I need flexibility in my' schedule to get everything done
that's demanded of me at work
and at home. I take my laptop hotne every night and work
after my son goes to sleep.
"TMJS" may feel superior
because I'm not in the office
as much as she is. but I'll bet
I work more hours per week
Technology now allows us the
flexibility of choice. -- BONNIE
DEAR ABBY: I supervise
several younger women. Studies have shown that while these
employees want to do a good
job, they.' find it equally important to have "work/life" balance. I actually think they are
smarter than we are. We tend
to ovenvork and feel guilty if
we take a day for ourselves.
If they. take the time they' have
earned and use it for what
they enjoy -- good for them.
-- WORKAHOLIC IN FORT
COLLINS
DEAR ABB1': "TMJS"
should update her management

DEAR DR. GOTT: Is at safe to
use cascara sagrada as a laxative.,'
Ise tned everything eke. such as
heaping tablespoons of Metamucil
and using tuo stool softeners twice
each day with little success.
READER: Cascara
DEAR
sagrada is a shrub native to the
western coast
North
of
Amenca. The
dried bark of
this pliuu was
used
Native
Americans
for years but
was not wide
adopted
ly
until the 19th
century as a
stimulant laxThe
By
alive.
Dr. Peter Gott main ingrediare
ents
anthraquinones. organic compounds whose structures serve as
the basic building blocks for a number of naturally occurring plant pigments. The compound is used in the
production of dyes, as a catalyst for
the prodection of wood pulp and
has a number of other purposes.
The product is available in capsule form, liquid extract and as a
dried hark that can be made into a
bitter tea. Fresh bads should not be
used because it can cause diarrhea
and vomiting. 'Traditionally, the

Dr. Gott

bark is either dried for at least one
year or put through a special heat
treatment. A conunon dose is from

training. While we mourn the
loss of the way things were,

20 to 70 milligrams daily. It should
no( he used for longer than seven or

there have been positive
changes as well. Understanding diversity in the workplace
is imperative for a successful
manager. My 20-year-old would
be shocked at the concept of
staying in one job for 45 years
-- but that was the norrn in
niy dad's day. In this global
economy. "different" does not
equal "bad.' -- PATTY IN LANCASTER. PA.

eight days in a rovv. v..ithout physician approval. The herb is commonly taken in the early evening.
since it takes from six to 12 hours to
work. Cascara sagrada is one of the
few herbs approved as an over-thecounter by the Food and Drug
Administration.
The product should not be used
by people with congestive heart
failure, severe anemia. cancer of the
GI tract, liver, kidney or diverticular disease. ulcerativ: colitis and a
number of other conditions. It

the memory on built-in garagedoor openers before selling or
trading in your vehicle. Many
vehicles today have factory-built.
in-the-dash Global Positioning Systems. Please remind your readers
to also delete all addresses, phone
numbers, etc., from the GPS. The
GPS and the garage-door opener
in your vehicle are direct links to
your home. I do not list my home
address in my GPS. Our town
square is about one mile from my
home. Thank you. -- Carl. The
Villages. Fla.

Shopping
the Net
Dear
Readers:
SHOPPING
THE
ON
INTERNET'?
The Federal
Trade Commission has
these hints to
offer:
• Read the
of
"Terms
and
l:se"
sure
make
y ou understand

by
Heloise

them.
• Check with your credit-card
issuer to see what recourse you
have if you are not happy with
your purchase.
* You should receive your purchase in a timely manner, and it
should be what you purchased,

giED 4€ CARCA1=ES
RsSEBALL
'566KE SAL•ET0DAY'

\I

not a substitute or lesser-quality
item

to resolve any issues.
* Delete "phishing" e-mails.
Your password and personal information are yours. not anyone else's.
Heloise
GPS SAFETY
Dear Heloise: Just read the

eck

I-cc:if-ding erasing

letter from

LOCATE AUTO
Dear Heloise: Most new cars
have the electronic door locks that
"toot" the horn if the car is relocked.
If you don't remember the location of your Cal. jUSI "IOW" the
hom a couple of times using the
kx:k button on the key fob. Continue relocking your car until you
locate it. -- Al from New Mexico
ADDRESS LABELS

• Don't get lured off auction
sites for a better deal. and always
ask for the seller's phone number

Et Lc')

should not be used hi, women w
are pregnant or plan to become
pregnant. those with allergies or
stomach pain. or in conjunction
with prescriplion oor nonprescription medications. herbals or dietar
supplements. I fuse no experieth..•
with this remedy tor constipation
and recommend that you speak
with your pnmiin -care physician

before using it
Side effects include ....sere allergic reactions. such as hoes and
itching. rectal bleeding. difficulty
breathing. abdominal cramping.
potassiuni loss and a few other
unwanted symptoms It can also
tum urine pink. red. s iolet. yellow
brown (or hlack
Your physician should be consult
ed to determine whether your constipation is caused by a specific
medical condition that should he
addressed. While waiting for an
appointmeni. niodify your diet to
include between 20 and 35 grams of
fiber daily. Fiber can be found in
whole-grain breads. fortified cereals, fresh fruits and vegetables
Limit your consumption oi
processed foods. meats and
cheeses. Increase your fluid intake.
and coordinate a regimen of regular
exercise. Laxatives should Ix.
avoided if at all possible because
they. tend to be habit I:timing. Try. a
stool softener. saline laxatise or a
fiber supplement such as the
Metamucil you are on. If this fails
to work, acupuncture or massage to
the abdominal area might be helpful. If all these suggestions fail. ask
your physician Mr a referral to a
gastroenterologist.
To provide related inhirmation. I
am sending you a copy of my.
Health Report "Constipation and
Diarrhea.7
Other readers who would like a
copy. should send a self-addressed
stamped No. 10 envelope and a S2
money order to
check or
167.
Box
Newsletter, P.O.
Wickliffe. OH 44092-01(57. Be sure
to mention the title or pnnt an order

form

off

my

Dear Heloise: I have misplaced
several address books, or didn't
change the addresses when some
friends moved. I have started tearing off the retum-address label from
the comer of the envelope when
1 am sent a letter or card. and I
put the labels in the plastic insert
in my checkbook cover. They are
always handy. -- Jennifer, Camarillo, Calif.

35 Fish choice
36 Landslide
debris
37 Prime
39 In-between
state
43 Downright
46 Tested
49 Ice pellets
51 Kon-Tiki
Museum site
52 Frothy brew
53 Dashiell's peer
54 Burgoo or
daube
55 APO users
56 Wasted no time

ACROSS

IJ S:1TI NIG)
SC INSTEAD OF REMEMBERING A GIRLS
PHONE NUMBER, ITS ACTUALLY EASIER ;;OR
YOU TO RECALL CORRESPONDING JER'SEY
NUMBERS FROM 4MOU5 ATHLETES.

TWAT WOULD BE
REES MESSIER-.
WANT ME TO DIAL
17 ,--OR YOU'?

AtV COAIF'AREP TO THE
NUMBER 8, *YA5T117.9A5Kr
15 A PIECE OF CAKE
FOR YOU-

.,,

EXACTLY.

t

,

8-d

/
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1 Be grouchy
5 Oxygen source
8 Soft drink
12 Ceremonial fire
13 Where tigers
pace
14 Beethoven
piece
15 Could hear —
— drop
16 Baker's utensils
(2 wds
18 Waltz or polka
20 Protest music
name
21 Moved slowly
24 Dice throw
27 Author Tan
28 Gloating cry
'
31 -Keystone.
zanies
32 Next year s
grads
33 Acorn to an
oak
34 NASA destination
3

1

at

MAGNETIC PERSONALITV
Dear Heloise: I would like to
share my hint for recycling all
those adsertising magnets you get
from businesses. I take my favorite
snapshots and. using white school
glue, affix them to the front of
the magnet. After letting them dry
thoroughly. I trim them to lit and
put them on the fridge. It yworks
great. and they don't end up in
the landfill! -- Samantha in Dallas
CHANGE OF A BAG
Dear Readers: Using a small
cosmetics bag can make switching handbags very. easy'. Stow your
small itetns mens, keys, tissues.
mints, etc.) in there. and vi hen
you want to change bags. just pull
it out of the ()Id bag and put it
in the new one! -- Heloise
TAKE A POWDER
Dear Heloise: The beach is
great. but kids. suntan lotion and
sand can combine to make a mey,
I've discovered that sprinkled baby
powder removes the sand and
lotion: just brush off with a dry
towel. No more sand in the car!
-- Mary in Indiana
Send a money-sasing or timesaving hint to Helotse. P.O. Brox
7h274795000, San Antonio,
5000, or you can fax it to 1-210to
HELOISE or e-mail it
Helotsel at Melo'se.com.
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Sauna site
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Diva's rendition
Loafer inserts
Ancient
Mexican
6 Debtor s note
7 Thieve
8 Duplicate
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9 Iridescent
stone
10 Pale-green
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28 Not neath
29 Laugh syllable
30 Lyric poem
32 Average guy
33 Reapers. tools
35 8
36
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38 Fellows
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22
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I WASN'T YELLING.. I
WAS EXPRES5IN6 MYSELF
FORCEFULLY !

19 News network
22 Robust
23 911 responder
24 Have winter
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Crosswords

I HEARD YOU' YOU DON T
NAVE TO YELL AT ME!

Murray

Are herbals appropriate
for constipation?

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By. The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday'. July 20. the
20Ist day. of 2010. There are 164

Murray I.edger & Times
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First Medicaid task force meeting held
I K \ NKFORT. Ky. tAP)-- Kentucky lawmakers facing the
challenge of controlling Medicaid costs held their first joint
House-Senate task force meeting on the subject.
The meeting Monday in Frankfort provided an overview of the
$5.2 billion-a-y.eal health plan that serves about 800,000 potw and
disabled Kentuckians.
The Courier-Journal reports the current two-year hudget that
began July. I assumes the state will be able to find more than S700
million in Medicaid savings over the next 24 months.
The task fOrce is to meet during the next I 2 months in hopes of
coming up with wass to operate Medicaid more efficiently..
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Fort Campbell soldier killed in war
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. I AP) — A nonc,)1 iiissioned officer
based at Fort C'ampbell has been killed in Afghanistan.
The Department of Defense said on Monday that 29-y.ear-old
Sgt. Matthew W. Weikert of Jacksonville, III.. was killed July 17
in the Paktika province when his unit was attacked with an improvised explosive device.
Weikert was assigned to the 1st Battalion. I87th Infantry
Regiment. 3rd Brigade Combat Team. 101st Airborne Div i,ion
(Air Assault).

Eastern Ky. man found in bed, dead of gunshot

AP Photo:The Herald-Leader. Charles Bertram
KENTUCKY FLOODING: Volunteers Batrina Sykes. left. and Patrick Keene, help salvage belongings for John Pfannenstein
at his home in Raccoon. Ky.. Monday. July 19. Gov. Steve Beshear is traveling to eastem Kentucky to visit flood-damaged
areas as thousands remained without electricity or running water Monday.

Democrats to give jobless benefits another vote
By ANDREVV TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON t AP) -Millions of people stuck on the
jobless rolls would receive an
extension of unemployment
benefits averaging $309 a week
under a Senate bill that appears
set to break free of a Republican
filibuster.
Democrats have stripped the
unemployment insurance measure down to the bare essentials
for Tuesday's vote, which is a
do-over of a tally taken late last
month.
With West Virginia Democrat
Carte Goodwin poised to claim
the seat of the late Robert Byrd.
two Republicans will be needed
to vault the measure over the filibuster hurdle. Maine GOP
moderates Olympia Snowe and
Susan Collins are expected to
provide the key votes to create a
filibuster-breaking tally on a key.
procedural test.
The measure is expected to
pass later Tuesday.. The House
would take it up Wednesday and
then send it to President Barad.

Republicans several times voted
to extend emergency. unemploy •
ment benefits."
But with conservative voters
and tea party activists up in arms
about the deficit. conservative
Republicans have adopted a
harder line that has caused three
interruptions of jobless benefits.
"What the president isn't
telling the American people is
that many. of us in the Senate are
fighting to make sure our children and grandchildren aren't
buried under a mountain of
debt," said Sen. Orrin Hatch. RUtah. "If we are going to extend
unemployment benefits, then
let's do it without adding to our
record debt."

I

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 p.m. tonight. Tuesday. July
20, in district courtroom at
the Calloway County Judicial
Center. On the agenda for
the meeting is a reading of
Treasurer Anita
County
Gallimore's final financial
settlement, a second reading
of a revised property maintenance ordinance. an execuconcerning
order
tive
Medicare Supplement benefits. two resolutions regarding the Calloway County
Sheriffs Department grants.
a resolution regarding designating a recovery zone and
issuance of zone facility revenue for county bonds for
board
Vanderbilt,
R T.
appointments and an opportunity for the public to bring
concerns to the court.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
City Hall. There will be a
public hearing to review an
appeal of a denial of a
request by Pa-Lamin and
Doris Clark Sart to construct
and accessory structure at
507 South Cherry St. There
will be another public hearing
to review the dimensional
variance application for a
five-space parking variance
and variance to waive the
screening requirement for
the east side of property at
317 Chestnut St.

For Best Results
Place Your Ad
With Us

RACCOON, Ky.(AP)-- Gov. Steve Beshear is traveling to
eastern Kentucky to visit Hood-damaged areas as thousands
remained without electricity. or running water Monday.
Heavy rains and flooding inundated a central portion of Pike
County on Saturday, tuming over cars and lifting homes off their
foundations.
The National Weather Service says between 3 and 7 inches of
rain fell in the area Saturday evening.
Pike County Judge-Executive Wayne Rutherford says the damage in the area looks like a tornado strike. He says about 12.000
people are without running water and another 14,000 are under a
boil water advisory.
About 1.000 people remained without electric power late
Monday moming.
Beshear declared a state of emergency for the rain-soaked county on Sunday.

AG warns of sweepstakes, loftery scams
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — Scams involving sweepstakes and
lotteries are increasing in Kentucky.
Attorney General Jack Conway says his Office of Consumer
Protection has received several calls from people who have either
been notified that they won a prize or who have wired money. and
are now victims of a scam. He says one victim reported losing
nearly S10,000 to what appeared to be a sweepstakes company.
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1001 Whitnell Ave . Murray. KY

Office Hours
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
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HD DVR upgrade
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.-11I through the month of July
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Lunch
Menu

sc eft

with FREE
40.77 Salad

•Dimitri's Chicken
bacott,
1,1, ast topped
sauteed ntushrooms. colt's:jack
and lumes mustard dresstnt:

*Grilled Chicken Breast

'Beef Kabob

Tracy illiams
270-293-3467
2754 Last State Route 'At
Aalk-in ready! Home has been totally renovated. Nevi root Spasious
kitchen has tile floors, Large master suite with walk-in closet Bonus
room. 3 bedrooms. 2 baths Priced to sell $103.900. MLS #55788

•Classic Spaghetti
•Fettuccini Alfredo

•Hawaiian Chicken
*Chicken Tenders

SATURDAY, JULY 24 * 2-4.P.M.

PASTA

*Cajun Alfredo
•Chicken Parmigiana

*Chopped Steak
1501 N. 12TH S'T. • MURRAY, KY • 753-4521

Call 753-1916

Beshear to tour Pike County flooding
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Americans are now saying we
°barna for his signature.
If all goes as expected. about shouldn't offer relief to middle2.5 million people will receive class Americans." Obama said.
Republicans say they do favor
jobless benefits retroactively.
Instead of being dropped from a the benefits but are insisting
federal program that extends they be paid for with spending
benefits for those whose six cuts elsewhere in the governmonths of state-paid benefits ment's $3.7 trillion budget. After
have run out, millions of others initially feeling heat this winter
will continue to receive pay- when a lone GOP senator. Jim
Bunning of Kentucky. briefly
ments.
But first. Obaria and his blocked a benefits extension in
Democratic allies are pressing February. the GOP has grown
the issue for maximum political increasingly comfortable opposadv.antage, blaming Republicans ing the legislation.
The providing of additional
for the impasse that halted
unemployment checks for peo- weeks of jobless benefits in the
ple unable to find work as the midst of bad times has been
jobless rate remains close to 10 regarded as routine. and the latest cycle of additional benefits
percent.
Obama launched a fresh salvo began in 2008. the last year of
Monday. demanding the Senate George W. Bush's administraact on the legislation — after a tion.
"For a long time. there has
vote already had been scheduled
-- and blasting Republicans for been a tradition under both
Democratic and Republican
the holdup.
'The same people who didn't presidents to offer relief to the
have any. problem spending unemployed," Obama said.
hundreds of billions of dollars "That was certainly.. the case
on tax breaks for the wealthiest under my predecessor. when

HAZARD. Ky.(AP) - Kentucky State Polite and Leslie
County authorities are investigating after an eastern Kentucky man
was found shot to death in his bed.
A KSP news release states officials found John C. Walker dead
of a gunshot wound on Sunday evening at a home in the
Rockhouse community. The county coroner's office pronounced
Walker dead.
Trooper Jody Sims said police are investigating the death as a
slaying and that there were no immediate suspects.

Pat Chun
271)-29..v.g.4
6174 State Route 94 Ulm
Home to roam House on plus acres New root Large lising room and
family nican with built-ins and fireplaces. Isso car attached garage and
tv.ti car detached Frutt trees. Pm-ttalls fenc,rd ; bedroonis. I -I/2 bath
and the lake SI ;9.900 !ALS/0'56345
Close to Aturras
•

oil- mon inlornialion tan._
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±NSIDE LOOK

This is the first in a
three-part series that
looks at the impact middle school sports has at
the high school level

The wind
beneath
their
wings

Down here, the lights don't shine nearly as brightly. Athletes and coaches
exploits aren't chronicled by the media.
Tbeir successes and failures don't even
come close to defining their communities.
But ask any high school coach how
itnportant their middle school counterparts are, and the answer is usually sornewhere north of "immensely."
"It's the most important job in the
whole program, I think." says Calloway
boys basketball head coach Bruce Lane.
"It's an introduction to the system, and
you're trying to get kids to do some of the
basic stuff so that when they get to high
school. it's just kind of a review for
them."
While some coaches see middle school
as a stop along their way to earning a
head coaching position at the high school
level, many others make careers out of
gaximing the players of the future. and
rarely receive any outside credit for the
jobs they. do.
Murray Middle girls basketball chief
Amy McDowell is one of the latter. She
began coaching middle school hoops as a
college senior in 1991 and, despite a few
years off after the birth of her daughter,
hasn't stopped since.
In the McDowell household. middle
school sports are a way of life — husband
David is the head coach of the Tigers'
seventh-and-eighth-grade football teams
and daughter Sarah is a sixth-grade ba.sketball player.
While David serves as an assistant on
Steve Duncan's varsity staff. both
McDowells say they love coaching middle-schoolers and hope to continue doing
so long-term.
See MIDDLE SCHOOL,

I

Recruits shine on, off the field
iNCOMING
FRF,SHMEN EARN
POSTSEASON
HONORS
By WU Sports Informatioo
Three 01 the tour recruits that will
be joining the 2011 softball team have
been busy since they signed to join the
Racers. Leslie Bridges. Ali Hart and
Meghan Sims all earned several honors
in their final seasons as preps.
All-Southern
Bridges earned

FAR AWAY FROM
THE SPOTLIGHT,
MIDDLE SCHOOL
COACHES QUIETLY
MOLD TOMORROW'S
STAR ATHLETES
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
10-year veteran of
coaching
middle
school football. Josh
sometimes
Smith
marvels at how drastically the landscape of
the sport has changed
over the past decade.
When he began his tenure at Calloway'
County. in 2000, his teams played an
eight-game season then hung up their
pads for next year.
Now Smith, the head coach of the seventh-and-eighth-grade Lakers, prepares
his teams for not only the West Kentucky
Conference playoffs but also a statewide
playoff instituted last year.
Though the X's and O's of the sport
has en't changed. the competitiveness
has, Smith says. and it may have translated to success at the high school level for
the region's schools.
In 2009, the West Kentucky
Conference saw four of its teams advance
to state championship games. giving the
area a representative in all but two classes.
Smith has seen the middle-to-highschool carryova firsthand at Calloway —
the 2008 seniors who led the Lakers to the
state semifinals were eighth-graders in
2004. the Inaugural year of the WKC
playoffs at the middle school level.
Coincidence'? Smith is willing to leave
that up for debate.
But one thing is for sure — the tone
and culture instituted in middle school
athletic programs almost always goes a
long way in determining success at the
high school level.
"When 1 first started coaching in this
league, we played places where teams
didn't have special teams. didn't have
enough officials for games," says Smith.
"You didn't know if the lines were going
to be painted. That's changed, and the
level of football being played at the middle school level now compared to 10
years ago is just unbelievable."

‘st )1- I li

Illinois
and
All-River-to-River
Conference honors for the fourth
straight season with Murphysboro and
was also named to the Illinois All-State
team for the second consecutive season. She recorded 14 wins in the circle
for the Red Devils while also hitting
.456 at the plate.
Bridges was also busy in the classmom, earning a 4.131 GPA (on a 4.0
scale). She was named valedictorian
and the Southern Illinoisan's ScholarAthlete of the Year for her accomplishments.
Hart had an outstanding season for
Greenwood, eaming All-District, AllRegion and All-State honors. She tal-

lied 30 extra base hits in 131 at-bats,
including five home runs. and ended
the season with 40 RBIs and a .4%
batting average for the Lady Gators.
Sims was a standout at Owensboro
Catholic where she was the team captain and MVP She recorded 22 extrabase hits. including 15 doubles and
five home runs. Sims led the Lady
Aces with 52 RBIs and was second on
the team with a .441 batting average.
She helped lead the team to a Kentucky
State Tournament appearance and
picked up All-District, All-Region. and
All-State honors along the way. Her
final award of the season came from
the Messenger-Inquirer when she was
tabbed as the All-Area Player of the

Year.
Sims was also strong in the classroom, earning a 4.0 GPA during the
spring semester and First Team
Academic All-State honors.
The fourth member of th: 2011
signing class. Madysen Wilton also
had a strong senior campaign in
Missouri where they play their softball
season in the fall.
"Coach Amundson and I are really
excited about this recruiting class."
said head coach Jay Pyron. "We
believe these four players have the talent and character to really take our
team to the next level. We are glad to
have them."

MLB: CARDINALS 8, PHILLIES 4

IN TOP
PERFORMANCE
FOR KY. OPEN
QI TA LIFY!NG

TOM GANNAM / AP

St. Louis Cardinals' Allen Craig (8), Albert Pujols (5) and Skip Schumaker (55) celebrate their team's victory
over the Phillies Monday in St. Louis. The Cardinals beat the Phillies 8-4 to extend their season-long winning
streak to six games.

WER SURGE
REDBIRDS EXTEND WINING STREAK TO 6
won a season-high six in a
row and are a season-best 11
games over .500(52-411.
Kendrick (5-4)surrendered
seven runs in five innings,
coughing up a 4-2 lead as the
Phillies lost for the fourth time
in five games. Ryan Howard.
who grew up in suburban St.
Louis. had two hits and an
RBI and is a .382 hitter with
seven homers and 30 RBIs in
18 games at 5-year-old Busch
Stadium.
Kendrick had been 4-0
with a 1.67 ERA in five previous starts against the
Cardinals, including seven
shutout innings May 5 in
Philadelphia, a game in which
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa joked,"We couldn't hit
the ball past the pitcher."
This time. they. reached the
seats.
"My command was off all
night," Kendrick said. "I got
behind. I left pitches up. They
should be hit where they hit
them."
The two-time defending
NL champions are six games
TOM GANNAM /AP
out in the NL East, matching a
Albert Pujols (5) connects for a double in the third
season low.
inning Monday against Philadelphia in St. Louis.
•See CARDS, II

ovc FooTBALL
Conference, Wazzoo Sports will broadcast GOTW
to partner with the OVC to bring college cast the games will he rekased in August.
'The Ohio Valley Conference is curfans the best OVC Conference
RACERS WILL BE football
matchups," said Jefl Sheppard. Wazoo rently in its 63rd year and continues to
SHOWN SEPT. 25 Sports
Vice President of Business build on the success that has made it the
Development and former University of nation's eighth-oldest NCAA Division 1
& OCT. 30
Conference. Now in its seventh decade of
Kentucky Wildcat MVP
important for the visi- competition. the Ohio Valley Conference
By OVC Sports Information
BRENTAk()()D.
- The Ohio
Valley Conference and Wazoo Sports
have partnered to broadcast the OVC
Football "Game of the Week." The
Wazt)o Sports Network will begin airing
the "Game of the Week" starting in
Septetnber and running through
November.
"Wazoo Sports is excited once again

"Television is
bility of the Ohio Valley Conference."
Commissioner
Beth
OVC
said
DeBauche. "The OVC has many good
stories to tell and we hope through this
football TV package and partnership with
Waztio we are able to share our stories
throughout the Conference footprint."
A complete list of the stations and
affiliates outside the Wazoo Sports
Network coverage area that will broad-

The 131
Owens
a recor
Kyle G
(Secon
Adam I

MSU (.;

Newcomb
Racer corp.
at Irvin
Cobb
woil-F. TURNS

BY R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — No
worries about offense on Matt
Holliday's day off. The St.
Louis Cardinals had plenty of
it without their cleanup hitter.
Albert Pujols• two-run
home run in the fifth inning
began a barrage of four long
balls in a span of six at-bats
and Blake Hawksworth survived a rocky start in the St.
Louis Cardinals' 84 victory
over the Philadelphia Phillies
on Monday night.
They didn't need Holliday,
who got a day off.
"That was something you
didn't see too much in the first
half, but we knew it was coming around." Pujols said.
"Hopefully we can continue to
swing the bats the way we are.
and play defense, mo."
Rookie Allen Craig added
his first career homer and Skip
Schumaker hit his third of the
season in a five-run fifth
against Kyle Kendrick. Randy
Winn led off the sixth with a
pinch-hit shot off Chad
Durbin. The four-homer game
tied a season best for the NL
Central leaders, who have

Aor

has grown significantly from its humble
beginnings. The OVC is comprised of 11
schools that represent five states.
Member institutions include Austin Peay
State University, Eastern Illinois
University, Eastern Kentucky University.
Jacksonville State University'. Morehead
State
Murray
University,
State
University, Southeast Missouri State
II See OVC, it

Staff Report
The Mun-ay State men's golf
program had a group of 13 current and former players in the
field at the Pepsi-Super Valu
Irvin Cobb Golf Championships
played at Paxton Park GC in
Paducah. Ky.. July 17-18.
The Murray State group consisted of professionals.
amateurs. anti sitt
players froni the
current roster.
Sophomore
Patrick
Newcomb
Newcomb tBenton • Ky.)
led the crop of
current Racers
with scores of
(65-70=135).
He carried the
lead into the
final round after
a 6-under-pai 65
Wolfe
to open the
event. but a Sunday 70 pushed
him into a playoff with Tyler
Mitcheli who won the title second hole of sudden death.
The second place finish
marked Newcomb's best showing in the 1min Cobb, one of the
most popular amateur events in
the mid-south.
Other current MSU players
included: senior Hunter Ford
(Paducah . Ky.) (73-70=143)
who finished 13th. junior
William Hunt (Paducah, Ky.)
(72-73=145) had a 22nd place
finish. while senior Grant Price
(Paducah. Ky.)(74-75=149) was
37th. Incoming freshman Travis
Thompson (Benton . Ky.) (7476=1501 finished 40th. with
sophomore Tyler Blown (Blue
Springs, Mo.)(80-78=08)placing 72nd.
Former Racers playing in the
Cobb Amateur field included:
Chris Griffin (Paducah, Ky.)
(69-69=138) in third place, Josh
Burks (Murray, Ky.) (7071=1411 in eighth place. Josh
M See GOLF, ii
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The OVC "Game ot the Week
Schedule is as follows
%FL II • Austin Peay at Tennessee
State 6 00 p ni CT
tut n • ui Martin at Murray Stale
800pm CT
Oat. 2 • Southeast Missouri at Eastern
Minors, 1 30 p m CT
Ost. - Eastern Minors at Eestem
Kentucky 6 00 p m CT
Ott • Southeast Missouri at Austin
Peey,600 p m CT
Oat. 13 • Tennessee Tech at
Tennessee State 6 00 p m CT
OW 20 • Murray Slate at Eastern
Kentucky. 2 00 p m CT
lam - Jecksonvdle State at Eastern
Kentucky, 600 m CT
Illes.0 • Tennessee State at UT
Martin, 600 p m CT
Nek 20 • JacksonseNe State at
Tennessee Tech 6 00 p m CT
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Haverstock Insurance Agency

with the hats and it,.

Nobody can protect your AUTQ
any better than we cant

control what the pen say's."
Jon Jay' doubled for the kei

211 S 12thi St • Murray, KY • 753-3415

mid time for an RBI befoit
Pujols hit his 22nd homer

eld

. Van Neverstock

first since the All-Star break
a 5-4 lead Pujols also doubled

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

and had a run-scoring ground-

American League Standings
All Tirnes CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New r
58 33.637
Tamp, E1.3
56 36.609 2 12
Boston
53 40,570
6
07 46 505
12
Toronto
1
2
,
Bagarsor
29 63 31529
Central Division
W
L Pct
51 41 554
Chi, ago
-Detrod
48 43 527 2 1 2
49 44 527 2 12
4,41nnesola
Kansas OK
40 52 435
11
Cleveland
39 54 41912 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
54 39 581
Texas
50 45 526
5
Los Angeles
Oakland
46 47 495
8
18
36 57 387
Seattle

out.

rong in the class-

The three-homer inning was

GPA during thc

the C'ardinals' first since June

ind

Team

First

19, 2009. when Ryan Ludwick

xmors.

hit a grand slam and Rick Ankiel

.ber of th':. 2011

and Khalil Greene connected on

Wilton also

ysen

or campaign

conseLutive
Davies at

in

at-bats off Kyle
Kansas City. The

Cardinals have four four-homer

play their softball

games this season, hut hadn't hit
n and I are iv,:
recruiting class

four at home since July

ayers have the tal-

i) really take our

1. We are glad ti,

17,

The 13u Murray Bucs won the BPA Kentuckiana State Championship July 9-11 in

2008. when they had four solo

Owensboro, Ky. They will enter the World Series in Panama City Beach, Fla.. with

shots to beat the Padres' Jake

a record of 34-4 and four tournament titles. Pictured are (front row) Zack Grogan.

Peavy.

"Wt.

Pyron.

•

Kyle Griffin, Hunter Jaco. Blake Johnson. Chandler Rogers and Dalton Riley.

Hawksworth (4-5) gave up

(Second row) Coach Dave Henry, Mason Wooten, Tycen Henry, Connor Wagner.

five hits and needed 32 pitches
to get out of the first. but scat-

Adam Lamkin, Matthew Higgins and coach Monty Rogers.

tered five innings the next five
innings. Hawksworth, one of the

(Any
rcomb
r corp.
[rvin
Dbb
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Casey sees bright side
after British Open collapse •Golf

straight start to match his career
best.

By PAUL NEWBERRY

From Page 10

before the PGA Championship.
Casey didn't play another full round until the

AP National Writer

Match Play Championship in October,

Rhodes (Paducah. Ky.) (7°77=1471 in 30th

place, with

ST. ANDREWS,Scotland (AP)-The tee shot
sailed into the prickly gorse. and with it went any
chance Paul Casey had of winning the British

World

Open.

very worried about it. I thought. 'Is this something

The 32-year-old Englishman was the only player who had any hope at catching Louis Oosthuizen
in the final round at the Old Course. Vy'ith no way

I'm going to be battling the rest of my career? Am
I done? Will I ever be pain free?' I had no idea. I

to hit out of the thick bushes left of the 12th fairway. a penalty drop was his only option.

Casey has rebounded this year. with five top-10
finishes around the world, but his performance at

(68-71=139) and Jerry

Unnerved, Casey needed five more to finish off a

the birthplace of golf makes it clear he's all the

shared 10th place, while Nick

triple-bogey 7.

way back.

"I'll be honest, it was scary." he said. "I was

ple knew before this week.

ler players in the
Pepsi-Super Valu

Even if that shot hadn't veered off course, it's
unlikely that he. or anyone else. would have

Ilf Championships

caught Oosthuizen. The

xton Park GC in
July 17-18.

African put it all together for one tnagicai week.
and Casey would have needed something akin to a

y State group con-

67 - as good as anyone shot on Sunday - to
have any chance of wiping out the deficit he faced

known South

(75-79=154) in 57th place.
There

were

three

former

MSLI players competing in the
Cobb professional division.
Jared Wolfe (Louisville, Ky.)

was pretty down."

Oosthuizen made birdie at the same hole, and
-just like that - four-shot margin grew to a

barely

Jason Lancaster (Mayfield. Ky.)

where he lost all three of his rounds.

y State men's golt

Price

Owensboro, Ky.) (69-70=139)
Newcomb (Benton, Ky.) (70-

Now. all he has to do is win that first major

76=146)finished 29th.
Wolfe's luck got better how-

title.
"Six months ago, I had no idea if I was going to

ever on Monday when he was

get back to this son of form again." he said."Now

the top finisher at the Powerbilt

I know I'm going to win a major. It's just a matter
of time. This week just wasn't my week."

Kentucky Open qualifying at

Casey's chances were largely undone by two of
the 72 holes. He took a triple-bogey at No. 17. the
lanied "Road Hole," in Enday's second round.
Then catne No. 12 on Sunday.
It was bad enough that he drove one stnught

Wolfe turned in a 68, which
tied Altash

Mirthandani from

Prospect.

into the gorse. Casey was actually' more perturbed

Bowling Green, William Hunt
and

today, Louis was in a different league." said
Casey, who struggled home with a 3-over 75 that

green. Then he chipped it past the green. He left
his putt 4 feet from the hole, but missed that one.

73 respectively.

on his card.

Newcomb

left him tied for third. "You know. that softens my
disappointment slightly, because it was a tremendous perforniance. Hats off to him."

(Benton , Ky.)

Casey's pain was eased even more by the state

teurs.

and

six

players from the
current roster.
Sophomore
Patrick

led the crop ot

of his game.

current

He was No. 3 in the world heading into last
year's Open. but strained a rib muscle the week
before. Casey made it through four painful rounds

Racers

with scores ot
(65-70=135p_

"I should have been making 5. at worst 6." he
said. "That was very annoying."
After watching Casey knock it all over the
place, Oosthuizen knew victory was his. To eliminate any doubt, he rolled in an I 8-Itaner for birdie.
"All of a sudden, it was mine to thmw away."

hut could only manage a tie for 47th at Turnberry.
After rest and treatment, he tore the muscle at

the winner said. "It was actually very tight until
the 12th hole. I mean. it could easily be: I make

final round ,,, . ,

Firestone and had to withdraw. He withdrew again

bogey and Paul makes birdie. and it's a nwol-shot

into

the

a 6-under-pat 65
open

to

the

iunday 70 pushed

playoff with Tylet
won the title sec-

idden death.

•OVC
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University
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:oath's best show-
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n Cobb, one of the
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University.
State
Technological

nd
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amateur events in

University and the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
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high
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From Page 10
University.

Wazoo Sports, Inc. is a
Regional Sports Network that

broadcasts

and

of

households in Kentucky.

the Internet.

Wazoo Sports is headquar-

Wazoo Sports launched online
in December of 2007 and

tered in London, Kentucky. For

via television

expanded to a 24/7 sports television network on September 25,
2009.

Wazoo Sports has pro-

more information about Wazoo
Sports. please visit the official
web

site

at

www.vvitzoosports.com.

Ky.1 (73-70=1431
NJ
13th. junior

it (Paducah, Ky.)
had a 22nd place

•Middle School
Page 10
"I'd rather go

From

1(74-75=149) was

watch the high school girls,"
Amy says."We want to win and do well, and I'm
very' competitive, but I would never want that
pressure. I think I'm more suited Mr middle

ig freshman Travis

lemon • Ky.) (74-

ished

40th, with

yler Blown (Blue

school."

(80-78=158)plac-

cers playing in the

ar field included:

(Paducah, Ky.)
in third place, Josh

rray,

Ky.) (70-

nghth place. Josh

3 GOLF, 11

Each summer of my tenure at the Ledger &
Times, I've put together a series in which I've
attempted to examine high school sports in this
community in-depth.
This year, I want to give it nod to the coaches
who don't get the limelight, the coaches whose
labors are just as integral. if not more so. than
those who earn accolades for their accomplishments and questioning for their failures.

CHEDULE

e ot the Week
°Sows
Peay at Tennessee
CT
irlin at Murray State,

st Missouri at Eastern
CT
Minors at Eastern
sm CT
aid Missouri a! Austin
CT
see Tech at
s 600pm CT
State at Eastern
)M. CT
vee State at Eastem
)m CT
see State at UT
CT
rivets Stale at
i 600pm CT

Many intriguing issues face middle school
coaches-they must maintain close relationships
with their high school counterpans. inany times

Millay, both from

Sports
II A golf scramble will be held to benefit Calvert City police officer Nick
Spears at the Calvert City Country Ciub on Monday, July 19. Spears was
seriously injured in a car crash while on duty several weeks ago_ The
scramble will be a four-person best ball scramble and will begin with a shotgun start at 1 p.m. Trophies and prizes vrtll be awarded. Questions. cal! Dan
Melone at (270) 527-3112.
•The 4th Annual Tiger Classic Golf Tournament will be held Fnday, July
23 at Murray Country Club. Proceeds will benefit the MHS boys and girls
golf teams. The format is a three-person scramble and will begin with a
shotgun start at 1 p.m. Lunch will be served at noon. Pnzes will be awarded. For more information, contact Murray Country Club at 753-9430, Chns
Graham at 970-0361 or Justin Scott at 752-2868.
II Murray High Lady Tiger softball is hosting a "Dad and Daughter
Pitching Clinic for Beginners" on Saturday, July 24 at Lady Tiger Field from
8 a.m. to noon. The clinic is open to girls ages 8 to 12. To register or for more
infonnation. call 978-0020, 978-0089 or e-mail itcarpenter65@hotmail.corn

putting their program second in favor of the

•Calloway County Middle School will be holding softball tryouts for the
2010 tall season On Monday, July 26 and Tuesday. July 27 from 5:30 to 7
p.m. each evening at ihe CCHS softball field. Players should attend both
sessions. For more information, contact Troy Webb at troy webb4calloway.kyschoots.us.

They' must carefully balance the lines between
winning, having fun and learning the game.
They. together with their suivriors. must decide

the younger levels.
In this series. I hope to examine each of these
issues while spotlighting Itx:al coaches. Coaches
highlighted in the stories were recommended by
their high school "bosses."
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•The 2010 Billy Kennedy Youth Basketball Camp will be held July 2629 from 9 a at to 4 p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center. The camp
is for ages 7-17 and is intended to provide a complete and in-depth basketball expenence emphasizing fundamentals, team play and sportsmanship
Each c,amper will receive a camp T-shirt, ball and certificate of completion
For more information, contact assistant coach Steve Prohm at 809-6768 Or
steve.prohmdmunaystate.edu or call the Men's Baskeiball Office at 809-

greater good.

1.2.70.767.0085

while ell %stars skin
▪ tik.*MIN dis MN-

Neal

Paducah, qualified with a 74 and

6804.

senior Grant Price

Monday's Games
Milwaukee 3. Pittsburgh 1
St Louis 8, Philadeiptua 4
Florida 9, Colorado 8
Cincinnati 7, Washington 2
Houston 11. Chicago Cubs 5
Arizona 13. N Y Mets 2
San Fiancisco 5 L A Dodgers 2
Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. 7 05 p m
Colorado at Fkmda 7 10 p m
San Diego at Atlanta, 7 10 p m
Washington at Cincinnati, 7 10 p m
Houston at Chicago Cubs. 805 p m
Philadelphia at St Louis. 8 15 p m
N Y k4ets at Arizona. 9 40 p m
San Francisco at L A Dodgers. 10 10
P
Wednesday's Games
Houston (Myers 7-6) at Chicago Cubs
3-8) 1 20 p m
Milwaukee (Ra Woll 7-8) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 3-9). 605 p.m
Colorado (Hammel 7-4) at Florida
(Nolasco 9-7) 6 10 p m
San Diego (Garland 9-6) at Atlanta
(Hanson 8-6). 6'10 p m
Washington (Strasburg 4-2) at
Cincinnati (Arroyo 10-4). 6.10 p.m
Philadelphia (Blanton 3-5) at St Louis
IJ Garcia 8-4), 7 15 p.m
N Y Mets (Niese 6-4) at Arizona iNaren
7-8). 8.40 p m
San Francisco (Zito 8-4) at L A.
Dodgers (Billingsley 7-5), 9 10 p m
Thursday's Games
Colorado at Flonda, 11 10 a m
Washingirm at Cincinnati 11 35 a m
San Diego at Atlanta. 12 05 p m
Philadelphia at St Louis 1 15 p m
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. 6 05 p m
San Francisco at Anzona. 8 40 p m
N Y Mets L A Dodgers 9 10 p m

too. In a matter of minutes, he had another triple

i I,' •

carried

tie
lead

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
54 38 `i8 Atlanta
49 44 527 5 1,2
New York
48 44 522
6
Philadelphia
45 47 489
9
Florida
VVashinglon
40 53 43014 1 ,2
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
52 41 .559
-SI Louis
Cinrinnak
52 42 553 1,2
43 51 457 9 1/2
Milwaukee
42 52 44710 1 ,2
Cho-ago
14
Houston
38 55 409
F511abufgh
32 60 34819 1 2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
54 37 593
San Diego
4
51 42 548
San Francisco
Colorado
50 42 543 4 1 2
49 44 527
6
Los Angeles
20
Anzona
35 58 376

Paducah's Josh Rhtxles also
qualified with a 72. While in

about what he did after that. Taking a drop behind
the bush, he came up short on his approach to the

ama-

Monday's Games
Tampa Bay 8, Baltimore 1
Texas 8. Detroit 6, 14 innings
Cleveland 10 Minnesota 4
Kansas City 5, Toronto 4. 10 innings
Boston 2. Oaldand 1
Chicago While Sox 6. Seattle 1
Tuesday's Games
L.A. Angels at N.Y Yankees. 7 05 p m
Tampa Bay at Baltimore, 705 p m
Texas al Detroit. 7 05 p m
Cleveland at Minnesota. 8 10 p m
Toronto at Kansas City. 8 10 p m
Boston at Oaldand 10 05 p m
Chicago White Sox at Seattle 10 10
pm
Wednesday s Games
Tampa Bay 1..1 Shields .' g; al Baltimore
18gryeSen 3-71 11 35 a in
L A Angels(Paw° 10-6) at N
YankeeS IVazquez 7-7). 12 05 p m
Cleveland (Westbrook 6-5) at
Minnesota (Unarm 7-71. 12 10 p m
Toronto (Rzepczynski 0-0) at Kansas
City (Greinke 5-9). 1 10 p m
Boston (Buchholz 10-4) at Oakland
(G Gonzalez 8-6) 2 35 p m
Texas(C Lewis 9-5) at Detroit
(Scherzer 6-7), 6.05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Fioyd 5-8) at
Se ittle (F Hernandez 7-6) 9 10 C. M
Thursday's Games
Toronto at Detroit. 1205 p m
Kansas City at N Y Yankees. 6 05 p m
Minnesota at Baltimore 6 05 p.m
L A Angels at Texas. 7 05 p m
Boston at Seattle. 9 10 p m.

Heritage Hills Golf Club.

at the start of the round.
"As disappointed as I am with the vy'ay I played

sisted of proles-

1

Penny and Kyle Lohse. worked
six

a group of 13 cur-

1

rotation fill-ins for injured Brad

PGA

staggering eight. The engraver had a little extra
time to put a name on the claret jug that few peo-

%lanais.
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